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Council Decides on Long Needed
provement for Lower San Francisco Street.

Members of American Legation
is
Representative of Turbulent
Republic at Washington
Still on the Job.
Carcas, June 24. The members of
the American legation are awaiting
the arrival of the United States gunboat Marietta, at Porto Cabello, the
warships having been ordered there
for the purpose of transferring them
to the United States. Jacob Sleeper
who has been acting as charge d'affaires since the departure of the
American minister, W, W. Russell and
Lieutenant F. A. Ruggies, the military attache, withdrew from the legation at Caracas on Saturday and proceeded to Porto Cabello. The interests
of the United States were placed in
charge of the Brazilian legation as the
representatives of the European nations are having considerable friction
with President Castro's government.
John Brewer, American consular' agent, remains her in charge of the archives.
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AFTER

A sanitary sewer will be built on
lower San Francisco street at once
and as soon hereafter as practicable
the street will be paved from the
Olaire hotel to the intersection of
street. Such was the decision
reached at an adjourned meeting of
the council held last night.
Property owners of lower San Francisco street appeared before the council, they having been notified that a
hearing would be given for approval
of the proposed improvements, suggestions or objections. Nathan Salmon,
J. G. Schumann and Fred Muller, property owners, were in favor of the
pavement or at least the improvement
of the street. They insistsed that a
sanitary sewer be built before the
street was paved and that if possible
the telephone and telegraph poles be
moved off the street.
Judge N. B. Laughlin stated that
he would object to the street being
paved unless a sewer is built and the
poles taken down. It was suggested
by Mr. Muller that instead of paving
the street that it be macadamized,
which would be much cheaper and
just as durable. He will not oppose
paving if the majority of the property
owners desire it and from the expres
sion of those there last evening a
pavement is favored.
Considerable discussion resulted ov
er building a sewer on San Francisco
street. It was proposed that the sani
tary sewer on Water street be taken
up from the outlet into Santa Fe river
and connected with the sanitary sew
er to be put in on San Francisco
street, running the latter sewer to the
arroyo in the western part of the city.
This "would ' effectually solve the pro
blem of unsanitary conditions along
Santa Fe river below the outlet of the
Water street sewer. After a thorough
discussion the matter was referred to
the committee on sewage and drain
age by Mayor Sena with instructions
to report at the next regular meet;
ing in July.
Nathan Salmon brought up the ques
tion of bulldng a sewer on the south
side of Santa Fe river. Mayor Sena
stated for the benefit of the residents
of that side of the city that prelim
inary surveys would be made and that
some work had been done already but
that the matter was still In its in

Brewing.

President Castro returned here suddenly a few days ago after a long absence In the interior "and his arrival
attracted much attention. All. kinds
of rumors are current and the withdrawal of the representatives of the
United States government is not quite
understood by Venezuelans. It is probable, too, that there will be an early
rupture with Holland and there are reports that a revolution against the administration is being organized in Colombo. As matters now stand, the
United States, Prance and Columbia,
practically have no relations with the
Venezuelan government. Great Britain
and Holland have several questions
pending with the government. Germfancy.
any alone has no dispute.
Venezuelean

Minister

Still on Job.

Washington, June 24. The Venezuelean charge d'affaires here has not
yet been advised by his government of
withdrawal of the American
the
charge d'affaires at Caracas. Mr.
Sleeeper. Consequently he will not apply for his passports unless ordered
to do so and he does not expect such
The diplomatic relations
an order.
with those qualifications are completely severed between America and Venezuela. Charge d'Affaires Sleeper has
not yet'reported his departure to the
state department.
Acting Secretary
Adee Is to confer with Secretary Root
and Assistant Secretary Bacon and
will then probably make public the
last diplomatic correspondence relating to the Venezuelean troubles.

SHERMAN RESTING
EASY IN HOSPITAL
Considerable Improvement
Condition of
Nominee.

Noted

in

In the discussion relative to moving
telegraph and telephone poles off San
Francisco street where it is propsoed
to put down the pavement, an investi
gation of the franchise granted
brought out the Idea that the council could not remove the poles without
consent of the corporations. City Attorney C. C. Catron will be instruct
ed to give an opinion while Mayor
Sena will endeavor to get the corpor
ations to place their wires in con

duits.
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Disastrous Conflagrations Destroying
Valuable Timber in Colfax, Valencia and Otero Counties.

SPELL EARLY TODAY

Wife and Physicians Only Ones at
Bedside When Final Summons

Cubero, N. M., Juno 21. The big
forest fire, on the south side of the

"HUB

Thriving

BIT

Junction

Mount Taylor range, which has been
burning for several days, is plainly
visible from this place and from the
great volumes of smoke which cover
the sky the blaze is an extended one.
The fire is said to have spread to the
grants belonging to A. D. McMillen
of Albuquerque, and that of J. B. RichAND PASSED PEACEFULLY AWAY ardson. Forest rangers are still on HAS A PROMISING FUTURE
BECAME UNCONSCIOUS
the reserve trying to control the fire
and have not been here for several
days. Until, they return no estimate
Point
Newt of Demise Came
Thunderbolt From Clear Sky
can be made of the extent or area cov- Important Distributing
for Large
ered by the fire. Every available InIt Wat Not Known He Was Dangerously HI-- dian In this vicinity has been put to
Citizen Enterprising.
A Remarkable Man.
work in assisting to stamp out the
(ire.
According to advices received
here
A. D. Read, of AlbuSupervisor
(By Matt Telin.)
Princeton, N. J., June 24. Grover Cleveland, former President of the
querque, has issued instructions to
WUlard is one of the busiest litUnited States, died suddenly at Westland, his home, here, at 8:40 o'clock
the forest rangers to employ all nec- tle cities in the Kstancia
this morning. Death was due to heart failure complicated with other disValley and
essary assistance in fighting the fire
eases. His passing away was not immediately announced but was delayed
the
of "The
nickname
having adopted
until an official statement had been prepared by the physicians in attend-once- . and to extinguish it at any cost.
Hub
it
reason
has
for the
City,"
good
This statement was issued at 9 o'clock and read:
in the conter of
is
latter.
almost
It
BIG
FOREST
FIRE
Official Statement of Physicians.
NEAR CLOUDCROFT. HiAh great Sunshine Territory geogra"Mr. Cleveland for many years suffered from repeated attacks of gas-trThe hisphically and commercially.
intestinal troubles. He also had a .long standing disease of the heart
Cloudcrol't, X. M., June 24. Fire tory of WUlard began with the comand kidneys. Heart failure complicated with pulmonary thrombosis and
burned all Monday afternoon and
oedema were the immediate causes of his death."
pletion of the Santa Fe Central Railin Pierce canon, four and
f
night
Death Came as Great Shock.
miles east of Cloudcroft, The way and the construction of the AtWhile Mr. Cleveland had been seriously ill from time to time, the anflames started in the Sacramento chison, Topeka and Santa Fe branch
nouncement of his death came like a thunderbolt to those watching his . National Forest near Carter's saw from
Texico, New Mexico, more fa
illness. Last night there was a slight Hurry among his friends, occa-- ' mill and burned a large area of timknown as the Belen Cut-Ofmiliarly
sioned by the visit of Dr. Bryan of New York, Cleveland's old physician.
ber. A large force of men fought the
fire all night and is still at it today The first buildings In WUlard were
Mrs. Cleveland Not Alarmed.
four years ago and conMrs. Cleveland later in the evening, in discussing Dr. Bryant's visit and it is bp'ieved they have It under erected about
control
unless
sisted
few temporary frame
of
a
the
comes
wind
up
said there was no occasion for alarm and that her husband was getting
built
shacks
meet the needs of a
to
strong
today.
reassurance
This
their
friends for the
totally unprepared
along nicely.
railroad camp. The rapid influx of perannouncement of his death. Those who were at the bedside of the former
manent settlers to the Estancia ValFIRE SWEEPS UNCHECKED
President when the end came were Mrs. Cleveland and three physicians.
OVER MAXWELL GRANT ley and the success with which they
The only other persons in the house at the time were the servants.
met in their agricultural pursuits soon
End Came All of a Sudden.
N.
24.
A forest Are brought about the establishment of
M.. June
Raton,
Doctors Bryant and Lockwood, who came from New York early yesterbusiness houses.
is rasing through valuable timber in several important
day evening, remained at the Cleveland home all night. When they visited Red River canon
Willard
is
not
Today
only the proand Is working over
the patient this morning they found him "indisposed," as one expressed it,
of excellent transportation facilduct
toward
two
miles
Honeyfleld canon,
and Dr. Carnochan, who lives in Princeton, was asked to step over. Shortaway. The fire is on the property of ities, but in a large degree the result
ly after eight o'clock Mr. Cleveland seemed to fail and the physicians
the Maxwell Land Grant company, of ever increasing farming develop
worked hard over the patient with every resource possible.
he
Finally
which has one hundred mpn fighting ment. Here, within a period of throe
lapsed into unconsciousness and the end came at 8:40 o'clock. It is bebut making no headway. Timber years a busy city of 800 inhabitants,
lieved the terrific heat of the last few days contributed in a great degree it,
with large wholesale and retail
and
buildings of great value are in the
to his sudden death.
line oMhe 'fire ana" unlesn something stores, hotels, two railroad stations,
Scores of telegrams are pouring into the Cleveland home from various
bank etc., have been erected and with
prevents further spread of the fire the in
parts of the country and Europe offering condolence and sympathy.
a few months waterworks and a
damage will be enormous.
Funeral toBe Held Friday.
lighting system run by electricity will
be installed. While In. the surroundThe following bulletin was Issued to the Associated Press this aftering country are found hundreds of
noon. "The funeral of former President Cleveland will be held Friday, SHAH MASTER
farmers who have come to
June 26, at 'Westland,' the Cleveland residence on Bayard Lane, Princeton,
OF SITUATION contented
this
fertile
valley to make their perwill
be strictly private."
and
manent homes, till the soil and raise
71 Years Old Last March.
Government Troops Put Nationalists abundant
crops- to Route and Retake Parliament
Mr. Cleveland waa 71 years old on March
ISth, last. During the past
Location.
winter he kept close to his home in Princeton until the approach of his
Building In Teheran.
town
The
is
located
on a level plane
birthday, when he went fto Lakewood, with his family. He was a trustee
which
from
stretches
WUlard for a
of
Life
New
Assurance
York and up to the time
of the Equitable
Society
Teheran, June 24. It is generally
of going to Lakewood, attended to correspondence in connection with his confirmed that the first shot in yester- distance of thirty miles east and west
all day's fighting in this city was fired by and for nearly sixty miles from north
duties for that society. After he went to Lakewood he discontinued
to south and which contains an area
was
he
soon
from
that
and
it
an attack of di
members of the Adjutants, a political
work
developed
suffering
of
over one thousand square miles.
club. Soldiers early this morning surgestive trouble which he had experienced many times before.
The
elevation at Willard is about six
rounded the parliament house and deNews of Death Kept From Children.
thousand feet, which, together with
a
manded
of
that
number
persons the fact
Cluve-la"nTain worth, N. H., June 24. Although the death of
that this valley 13 entirely
occurred before nine o'clock this morning no word had been re- whose arrests the Shah had ordered surrounded by mountains and mesas,
over
to them.
ceived at the Cleveland summer home here from Princeton up to one be handed
accounts for the favorable climatic
This demand the parliament refused
o'clock this afternoon. The news was telephoned to the manager of the
conditions which, prevail the year
estate by the Associated Press, but he refused to make it known to the and Immediately shots were fired at around. For the healthseeker from
was
then
the
troops.
brought
Artillery
He explained there had been so many rumors concerning
household.
lower altitudes In search of pure
Cleveland's condition that he would not communicate with members of the up and a bombardment of the parlia- mounxian air, uie climatic conditions
were
ment
The
halls
building began.
household here until he received word from a personal friend of the famihere offer exceptional
opportunities
eventually cleared, but fighting be- and
ly in Princeton. Those he said were his instructions. The Cleveland place
of
numbers
who have
those
large
Cossacks
Three of the tween the Anjumans and
is in an Isolated district far from telegraph and railroad.
come testify that they have
ar- already
was
reinforcements
until
up
kept
children of Mr. Cleveland are with Mrs. Perrine, the mother of Mrs. Clevebeen
by the change. The elethe Nationalists fled. vationbenefited
rived, when
land here. They will go to Princeton immediately upon receipt of the news
insures
against the undesirable
Bombs were thrown at the Cossacks
of their father's death.
of summer and the surrounding
heat
and fifteen were killed while three
mountains furnish protection from the
News Flashed to Oyster Bay.
officers and twenty men were woundextremes of winter.
Washington, June 24. The unofficial notification of the death of Former ed. Many houses were pillaged by the
Soil.
flashed
to
was
for
the
Cleveland
Grover
President
immediately
Oyster Bay
troops.
In the Immediate vicinity of WUlinformation of President Roosevelt. The White House received its first news
London Hears of Fighting.
of
the Treasury
of his death from the Associated Press. To Secretary
London, June 24. Private dispatch- ard the soil is sandy, thus Insuring
es received from Teheran say that on- for the growing city a desirable deGeorge B. Cortelyou, who as the senior cabinet officer in Washington
at present is now acting head of the administration, the first word that ly a small number were killed dur- gree of freedom from continued mudcame from Oyster Bay was Institutional, which the secretary immediately
ing the fighting yesterday and that the dy conditions in time of rain. At a
distance of one mile from town and
promulgamated to all executive departments to place their flags at half Shah apparently is master of the
mast. It is probable they will thus remain for thirty days. The Presistretching for many miles to the east.
dent has also ordered suitable naval and military honors rendered on the
west, north and south a chocolate
loam is encountered with an unlimited
day of the funeral.
FORAKER AND TAFT
BURY THE HATCHET. supply of water from four to one hunCortelyou Pays Deceased Glowing Tribute.
dred fifty feet deep. Some of the finreSecretary Cortelyou made the following statement this afternoon
est
specimens of vegetables have been
Washington, June 24. That Sena- raised in the immediate
garding Mr. Cleveland:
vicinity of
tor Foraker will go on the stump In Willard.
"Although not entirely unexpected by those who knew Cleveland's
has
near
been
Corn
grown
He
sorrow.
with
less
received
keen
the
life
of
none
his
real condition, his death is
Ohio and make the effort
a
with
bushels
of
the
yield
city
sixty
was a fine American type, rising from obscurity to the highest office in to carry that state for the Republican
to the acre; winter wheat has prothe people's gift through sheer force of character, which character was ticket is confidently believed by Reduced twenty-fiv- e
bushels to the acre ;
so rugged, so loyal, and so sincere as to excite not only the respect and publicans high in the councils of their
Inches in diameter;
nine
sugar
beets,
affection of those who were privileged to be his friends, but also those party. There have been recent conin circumferfourteen
inches
turnips,
or
reasons.
other
who opposed him for political
ferences among influential Republisix
in diametinches
tomatoes,
ence;
"I know no man in our history more unflinchingly in the performance
cans on national affairs and they have er
nine
almost
and
ounces;
weighing
ideal
more
No
the
man
realized
fully
of what he believed to be his duty.
tended strongly , to bring about this
melons, beans and
oniom,
cabbage,
Is
of an incorruptable public servant. His example has been most wholeresult On the other hand, it hoped
of cane and kafflr corn are
some in 'these years of social and economic unrest and his influence, his by his friends that Senator Foraker large crops'
of which the farmthe
products
of Is to have the support of Mr. Taft and among
calm, reasonable and hopeful spirit made for a better understanding
boasts. Fruits
Willard
district
of
ing
is
a great other leaders In Ohio politics for the
the needs and responsibilities of our citizenship. His death
of all kinds will be raised here with
loss to the entire country."
senatorshlp:
in a short time. All varieties of tame
President Roosevelt Will Attend Funeral.
grasses can be successfully grown In
will not attend the, LAS CRUCE8 LAWYER
this valley, among them alfalfa, timoOyster Bay, N. Y., June 24. President Roosevelt
SUBS FOR A DIVORCE. thy, clover and millet do well. This Is
d
boat 'race tomorrow owing to the death of former president
not all WUlard depend on, for on the
Grover Cleveland. He sent a message of condolence to Mrs. Cleveland and
Las C uces, N. M., June 24. Suit south of the town at a distance of five
expressed his intention of attending the funeral if it takes place any other
has been filed in the district court mies there is a large area of mesa
day than Saturday, when he has an appointment for a conference.
here by Elmer A. Chaffee, the well land which stretches away for many
MAN.
CLEVELA ND A. SELF-MAD- E
known attorney, against Ida Chaffee miles to the foot of the Pedernal mounabout
remarkable
for divorce. The divorce is asked for tains, the surface of which is broken
was
born
There
was
nothing
Stephen Grover Cleveland
of
the
on the ground of de- with numerous fresh water lakes and
the
childhood
life
, by the plaintiff
of
March 18, 1837, in the small village
As a boy Cleveland was educated m sertion, it being set out in the peti- covered with rich pasturage of gramCaldwell near Newark, New Jersey, the common schools of
Fayettevllle, tion that the defendant deserted him ma, the most nutritious of grasses,
F.
Richard
of
child
fifth
the
to return to her former home In
being
Continued On Page Eight.
(Continued On Pag Thrt)
Cleveland, a Congregational minister.

Town Rightly
Named

Came

at

at

SectionIts

o

one-hal-

.

I

I

If
1

d

Mayor Sena asked permission from
the council to appoint three extra po
licemen to serve July 4th and 5th.
The council gave him the required authority, increasing the number to four.
Some question was raised as to who
would be appointed.
Mayor Sena
checkmated the only chance for a row
last night by stating that he would
expect the two counciiraen from each
ward to agree on a man and then he
would appoint whoever they chose.
No firecrackers will be allowed set
off in the Plaza on the Fourth. The
forbidden district was not definitely
fixed last night, but the. mayor, by
proclamation will designate the forbidden places. A special policeman
will be kept In the Plaza to see that
this proclamation is enforced. It was
suggested that it would take the militia to keep the small boys from try.
ing the effect of crackers near unsuspecting persons in the Plaza. Mayor
Sena replied that Company F, New
Mexico National Guard, was at the
disposal of the city that day.
The fire committee of the council
was Instructed to test all fire alarm
boxes and to see that they were In
working order. This will be done at
once and those out of service will be

Cleveland, June 24. At 7:30 o'clock
this morning the physicians attending
James S. Sherman stated that the
patient's temperature was 100
pulse 90, and respiration 32.
Mr. Sherman fell Into a sound sleep
at 6 a. m. and awakened after two
hours of refreshing sleep. He was
restless during a greater part of the
night but his physicians say there
was a decided improvement in his
this morning. Following a
night of Intense heat a cool breeze
showed up this morning and this
added greatly to the comfort of the
'
repaired.
patient.
Stock pens will not be countenanced In the city limits longer. A vote
COURT RENDERS MANY INwas taken last night and the result
DIVIDUAL TAX JUDGMENTS. was that all such nuisances must be
abated at once.
On motion the same levy as made
Fully four hundred individual judgments have been issued in the district last year for the benefit of the Wocourt by Judge John R. McFie and men's Board of Trade was made this
'
are being recorded by Clerk of the year. :
Councilmen
Baca,
Gable, Armijo,
Court Francis C. Wilson against persons for back taxes in Santa Fe coun- Ortiz, Quintana and Wheelon answerty. Order of sales have been issued ed roll call with Mayor Sena
and about 200 summons "gotten out
to be served on the alleged delinquent
ROYAL INFANT CAME
tax payers as required by law.
BEFORE IT WAS EXPECTED
These judgments are for taxes of
and 1906. The back taxes
LaGranja, Spain, June 24 The son
of
are contained In a sep- who was born to the queen of Spain
arate judgment from those of 1906. last night, came before he was exIt is claimed that there is a serious pected and as a result many of the
mistake upon the part of some one as personages, including the Bishop of
many tax payers, against whom these Segovia, whose duty it is to be pre
ent on the occasion, did not reach the
judgments have been Issued, hold
ceipts for their taxes.
palace In time to witness the birth.
con-ditlo-
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OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

the oldest newspaper In New Mexico. It Is sent to
Territory, and as a large and growing circulation
and
progressive people of the Southwest.
among the Intelligent

''The

New Mexican Is
every postofflce In the

THE REPUBLICAN NATIONAL TICKET.

For

For President William Howard Taft, of Ohio
James Schoolcraft Sherman, of New York

Vic-Preside-

BRYAN

OHIO AND NEW YORK WILL WIN.
Ohio and New York represented on
the presidential ticket generally bring
luck to the nominees of the party.
The signs of the times partend that
this will be the case in the year of
our Lord, 1908, and that Taft and
Sherman will be elected by heavy ma- jorltloa as president and vlce-pres- l
dent of this great country on November third, next
Although William Jennings Bryan,
the "man of the Crown of Thorns and
the Cross of Gold," and editor of the
Commoner, a paper from which he derives great dividends, has not yet
been declared the Democratic nominee, still in all human probability, he
will command the Democratic national convention at Denver and It will do
his bidding by nominating him as
candidate of the party for the presi
dency and his selection of a candidate

'if"

BOT. l

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. fiAl

WILL BE THE CANDIDATE

DEMOCRATIC
DELEGATE
WOULD BE USELESS.
The territorial convention of the
Democrats
at Roswell adopted a
plank pledging the Democratic nominee for delegate to Congress, If elect-ed- ,
to work for the abolishment of
grazing fees on forest reserves. It is
about tho only plank In tho entire
platform that Is worthy of consideration and Indirectly endorses Delegate
AndrewB, Governor Curry and theoth-o- r
Republican leaders who have been
working assiduously to bring about
this very end. The latter succeeded In
so far that they received a reduction
In grazing fees ln many Instances and
many other concessions in favor of
the stockmen who depend upon the
range within forest reserve bounda
ries. It is due to those efforts that
largo areas of grazing land were eliminated from the Lincoln, Manzano.
Jomez and other forest reserves and
restored to the public domain and
that the Navajos were prevented from
northwestern
gobbling
New
up
Mexico. What a sorry spectacle a
Democratic delegate would have cut
In these matters, If he had attempted
to change the course and policies of
the national administration In favor
of tho sheep and cattle owners of New
Mexico! If grazing fees on forest re

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 24, 1908.

Professional Cards
ATTORN

FIRST PTIOJIIAL

TffE

EYS-ATLA-

MAX FROST
OF SANTA FE.

w

Attorney-at-La-

New Mexico

Santa Fe

G. W. PRICHARD

Attorney and Counselor at Law
Practices In all the District Courts
and elves special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme court
Office: Laughlin Blk., Santa Fe, N. M.

.

The oldest banking Institution
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.

In

1870

JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
ALFRED H. BROADHEAD,

Assistant Cashier
Capital Stock, $150,000.

WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN

8urplus and

undivided Proflte, 163,600.

Attorney-at-La-

New Mexico

Las Cruces

A. W. POLLARD

i

col- -

J

lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
Its customers.. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and

4

District Attorney, Luna County.

New Mexico

EDWARD C. WA E

and

makes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any money transmitting
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate

Attorney-at-La-

Practices ln the Supremo and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory, ln the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. 9. Land

branches.

Its

all

money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal

Attorney-at-La-

Demlng

ransacxs a general .banking business In

Loans

i

The Pueblo Chieftain Is a strong
Offices.
Republican newspaper but does not
New Mexico
Las Cruces,
Inbe
to
editorial
allow, its
opinions
fluenced too much by this fact. Very
serves are ever to be abolished
E. C. ABBOTT
often It looks at the political situation
Attorney-at-Lathe
efforts
New
of
a
Mexico
through
In a manner which proves clearly that
will certainly not be
Practice In the District and Su
it looks at both sides of the political delegate a it
Democrat. Delegate An- preme courts,
through
rrompi anu iriui
conditions of the day.
all business.
drews
to
Iven
in
succeeded
attention
collection
having
It discusses the very probable nom of
New Mexico
grazing fees suspended for the first Santa Fe,
ination by the Democracy at Denver
when tho Taos and other reyear
next month of William Jennings Bry
serves were established and ho cerA. B. RENEHAN
an with a great deal of candor that
will come nearer in having this
Attorney-at-Latainly
is refreshing. It makes no secret that
burden upon stockmen abolished
in the Supreme and Dis
Practices
in
will be
the Republicans generally
the
.future
than
Democrat
whom
trict Courts; Mining and Land Law a
any
pleased with the nomination of Mr. New Mexico
or
could
would
as
send
its
specialty. Office ln Catron block.
Bryan and the New Mexican believes
New Mexico
in this it is correct. Says the Chief representative. With a Republican Santa Fe,
In power, it would be ab
Congress
tain:
surd for New Mexico sheep and stockCHARLES F. EA8LEY
"If tho Republicans of the United
men to walk Into the trap set for
(Late Surveyor General.)
States could feel certain that the them so
Attorney-at-Laalluringly by the Democratic
Democratic convention in Denver next
bosses who at the same time favor
Land and Mining business a spec
month will nominate the man that has
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for the
if brought about would make a free Santa Fe.
New Mexico
nomination
Assuming that this will be a fact, their pleasure at Taft's
range
entirely unnecessary In New
increased.
would
be
very greatly
it is well to go back into history and
GEORGE B. BARBER.
With Bryan as a candidate, the Re Mexico, for It would mean tho de
see how the candidates for the presi
struction of the stock industry in the Attorney and Counsellor at Law
to
is
safe
and
win,
dency and vice presidency from Ohio publicanwe party
Southwest.
Practice in the District Court and
believe that no Democrat
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FRANK W. CLANCY
"So far as can be Judged from the in San Juan county, "The land of the
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of
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and from a very
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District
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no
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Attorney For Second Judic
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discusses the Taft and Sherman nom- Bryan
District.
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to
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do
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Congress, Hon. William H. Andrews.
inations very sensibly and InterestingCourt and the Supreme Court of the
to prevent that consummation, or Bernalillo county,
thing
to
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subject
but the plain certainty of Bryan's de action of the Republican territorial Territory; also before the United
: The Globe holds that again Is the tra
States Supreme Court in Washington.
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events
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of a presidential
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is in
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Ohio,
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not
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attention to their merits. Their func
ed into the Republican column this
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sponsored
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have every reason to be satisfied, the large element that has opposed great amount of water for irrigation ties.
Roosevelt as being too radical Is not
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going
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preference
swing
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HARVIE DUVAL.
Into it during the past eighteen
to Taft.
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Land.
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believe
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would venture to predict what the majority
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tain, except for the call to preside Democratic
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have any regard
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to
been
tention to perfecting titles and organ
preside over the for
kets.
the wishes of the Chieftain and of
House when "Uncle Joe" retired. It
newcomers and many of the Izlng and financing land and mining
ine
is not an untried or Inexperienced Republicans generally, they will not om residents are very strongly In fav properties. Office, Laughlin Block.
man that Is associated with Mr. Taft. fall to put in nomination Bryan, the or or statehood for the
New Mexico
territory and Santa Fe,
Taft and Sherman. Already the com- peerless and the perpetual."
will do what they possibly can to
H. M. DOUGHERTY
bination has an agreeable sound. It's
bring It about and If their votes on
Attorney-at-Lanot a red fire ticket, nor one to tickle THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
election day, November
in the Supreme and Dis
third
Practices
next,
GOVERNORS.
the hysterlcals, but it appeals powerwill help In that direction, and thev trict Courts of the Territory. Office
Governor
New
set
York
of
Hughes
believe they will, they will give them Socorro,
fully to the good sense and sober
New Mexico
about accomplishing reforms desired
to the Republican ticket believing that
judgment of the country. No skittish
AND
GORTNER
CATRON
in
him
manner
a
different
quite
and
with
high steppers by
than did the late, unlamented prede for Republican success the chances Attorneys and Counsellors at Law
these, 1ut a steady,
obtaining statehood will be great
Office: Catron Block
cessor
Governor
Governor
of
Curry.
team, competent to pull along a big
ly increased and that the bill for an Santa Fe,
New Mexico
won
race
battle
his
Hughes
against
load of business without snortlngs or
enabling act for the territory now
underhanded
track
without
L.
O.
gambling
FULLEN
fuss. After March 4, next, with Taft
pending in the Sixtieth Congress will
Attorney-at-Laand Sherman Ln office, no need to sit legislative deals and shady manipula- become law.
District Attorney Ninth District,
on the edge of the seat to be ready tion. Says the Evening Mail of New
Statehood first, last and all the time
York regarding the most recent legis
to make a quick jump.
is the motto of the great majority of Office over First National Bank.
lation and political victory of the exNew Mexico
me people of fruitful San Juan coun Roswell,
ecutive of the Empire State:
WILLIAM
M'KEAN
THE SANTA FE RAILWAY AND
"He would not consider any man ty.
Attorney
THE CITY OF SANTA FE.
or measure with relation to any other
Mining an 1 Land Law.
SHOULD
That the Santa Fe Railway Is do- man or measure. Every man stood on EARLY CONVENTIONS
New Mexico
Taos,
BE HAD.
ing its share in advertising the city his own legs so far as the governor
ine 'swastika, published at Des
that gave the railroad its name, is ap- was concerned; every measure stood
JOHN K. STAUFFER
parent from the following advertise- on Its own foundation; every case Moines, Union county, and In a very
Notary Public
ment prominently displayed the past stood or fell on Its own merits as he good section of New Mexico where
Office with the New Mexican Print
week in the big city dallies and the conceived them. He would not hold up growth and advancement are the ord
Company.
the bill of a recalcitrant legislator in er of the day, urges the Republicans ing
leading magazines:
Santa Fe
New Mexico
"Santa Fe, New Mexico.
order to constrain his action In anoth- of New Mexico to get to work. It gives
ROMAN L. BACA
"Did It ever occur to you that San- er field. He would not proffer nor re- good reasons for the stand It has tak
ta, Fe, New Mexico, was a splendid fuse patronage in order to secure en In the following very readable ed Real Estate and Mines, Spanish Trans
summer resort?
He itorlal. There Is evidently the right
lator, Notary Public.
support or discipline dissent.
Office In Griffin Building, Washing
"Did you know its altitude was
would not make his office a clearing spirit of Republicanism, prevailing in
Union county and from reliable ad ton Avenue.
feet above
house for political bargains."
If you did
"Did you realize this elevation overNew Mexico
This explains why the New York vices received from there the chances Santa Fe,
came the difference In latitude, and executive is so eminently successful for a Republican majority In the com
HAYWARD & FLEMMING
ing election are very good. Says the
gave Santa Fe a just claim to a posi- in the field ln which New Mexico's
Real Estate and Insurance
Swastika:
tion among other summer resorts?
failed so miserably and
B. Hayward, U. S. Commissioner,
J.
"Since a large per cent of the vot
"The scenes en route to and in SanNew Mexico
ers of the eastern portion of the ter Morlarty,
ta Fe and vicinity are different from
OSTEOPATHY
those elsewhere.
The Republican party must go be- ritory are new people and are not
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
"If youre seeking a change of scene fore the people of this territory this fully acquainted with conditions as
acute
and
or experience, why not go to Santa Fe fall on the record made by Delegate they exist, we think it advisable to Successfully treats
chronic diseases without drugs or
' W. H. Andrews in
this summer ?"
Congress, of Gov- get into the field early. The most 1m
There has been an impression, just ernor George Curry as the territory's portant question before us is, 'How medicines. No charge for conuulta
or unjust, the past quarter century, executive and of the legislature which can we secure statehood at the earliest tlon. Office: No. 103 Palace avenue,
p. m. 'Phone 156,
m.,
that Santa Fe railway officials were was controlled by the Republicans. date?' If the new voters can be made Hours:
CONY T.BROWN
not giving this town a square deal, The record of Governor Curry's pre- to understand their best Interests
but of late, there have been numbers decessor, of course cannot be consid- they will cast their votes accordingMining Engineer.
'
of significant Instances, including the ered, for he was. repudiated by the Re- ly.
Secretary and Treasurer New Mexi
"Many candidates for county and co School of Mines.
promise of a new depot here and at publicans and h adopted the Demoof
well
New Mexico
as
aa
the
cratic
and
Forbosses.
party, press
Lamy,
inauguration
precinct officers will likely be select- Socorro,
Improved train service,, that demon- tunately there is nothing ln the official ed from these new people and we
DAVID M. WHITE, C. E.
conduct and record of Delegate An- should have plenty of time to become
strate that the Santa Fe system is
Territorial Engineer.)
(Late
its utmost for the upbuilding of drews and Governor Curry of which well acquainted with them before
Water Supply, Railroad
Irrigation,
thiB city and before long, the officials the Republican party need to be election day. As soon as possible a
and
Bridge
Building.
will discover that whatever they do ashamed and there is everything
ln date should be set for our county con- Santa Fe,
New Mexico
for Santa Fe will be repaid them ten their policies and achievements
of ventions to give all aspirants an opC, W. HART
and a hundred fold for Santa Fe is a which the territory has good reason portunity to get acquainted with the
Architect
grand old town, its climate and at to be proud. Victory ln November is voters, to enable us to select the
tractions are an Invaluable asset and! therefore assured If the Republican strongest men for the places on our plans, specifications and
Address: Rooms 5 and 6 Pioneer
its name Is one to conjure by and party and Its leaders act wisely and ticket.
of which there Is no
with which to build up a most profit- - harmoniously,
"The above is what we think.
Building.
New Mexico
Cast Las Vegas,
shadow of doubt at present.
able tourist business.
"What do you think?"

of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank

executes all orders of its patrons In the banking line, and alms to
extend to them as llberr.1 treatment In all respects, as Is consistent
with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes
for rent. The patronage of the public Is respectfully solicited.
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THE PALME

WILLIAM VAUGHN. Pfopt.

One of the Best Hotels in the West

w

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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Established

In New Mexico,

LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President.
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LACOME & QABLE, Proprietors.

w

American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest

Hotel Coronado
One

ef the Most Hp

Male

OPEN FROM

&

Cafe.

Sliort Order Restaurant in tbe
--

5,30 In the morning to I a.

City

m.

CENTRAL LOCATION.
THE ONLY RESTAURANT THATRUNSA

anxiety-arousin- g

GHARCOAL'BROILER

Prices are Reasonable

nerve-quietin-g

w

i

aver thing in the season

I

K. C. Meats always on hand
in connection, 50c and fc up Hot Cold Water Hatha,
Electricted lights every room good one,
LUPE HERRERA, Proprietor,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Rooms

G.
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sea-level-
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Military Institute.
I3.. New Mexico
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
i"

"A."

?

9--

2-- 5

"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Inspectors RANK SCIIOOL IN CLASS

r
I

dm

Through Academic coirse, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount ofopen air work. Ilealihiets location
J
of any Military School in the Union. Located
in tho beautiful Pecos Valley tho garden
spot of the 'West at an elevation of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
little rain or snow during session.
Eleven 0fficer9;and instructors, all graduates froil) J'Btardard
eastern colleges. Ten
bui'dlngB, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; . W.
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and
a HynFA ':
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
,
COL. JAS. W. WILL80N,

Superintendent.''
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It will positively brino results.
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Scores of Santa Fe Readers Are
Learning the Duty of the
Kidneys.
To niter the blood Is the kidney's
duty.
When they fall to do this the kidneys are sick.
Backache and many kidney ills follow;
Urinary trouble, diabetes.
Doan's Kidney Pills euro them all.
Santa Fe people endorse our claim.
living at
Mrs. M. S. Zimmerman,
331 San Francisco street, Santa Fe,
good
sflys: "I have an exceedingly
opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills. My
high estimation is based on personal
knowledge of the great benefit they
have given a number of my friends
nnd acquaintances. Those who suffer
from kidney complaint will consult
their own interest ty giving Doan's
Kidney Pills a trial."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-Mllburcents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, solo agents for the United

VOLUMEJNIUMBER 13

Dont Heat the Kitchen

Just Issued From Press of New Mexican Printing Company Essential
to Every Attorney.
Volume 13, of the reports of cases
argued and determined In the supreme court of New Mexico Is now
ready for distribution among the members of the bar. No law library in Now
Mexico is complete without it and to
the practicing attorney it is absolutely
necessary. Justices of the peace, U. S.
commissioners, conn officials and all
others
in
who
aro
Interested
the Interpretation of the law,
especially the New Mexico law,
by the highest court of the territory,
should have the volume at their elbow. It Is compiled by Judga A. J.
Abbott, the supreme court reporter,
and federal attorney for the Pueblo
Indians, and his experience on the
bench, as practicing attorney and as
the author of previous volumes of Reports, assures that volume 13 has been
carefully edited and Indexed. Tho tywork and binding Is by
and pographical Mexican
the New
Printing company
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States.
name

Doan's

three

KRICK
HENRY
Sole Agent for
LEMP'S ST. LOUIS BEER
Water.
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All the necessary family
cooking may be done as well
on a New Perfection Wick,
Blue Flame Oil Cook -- Store
as on the best coal or wood
range
By using the "New Perfection" Oil Stove, the annoyance
of

an overheated and stuffy

kitchen is entirely avoided, even
in midsummer. The construction of the

HIV
VM

PERFECTION

Dice Flame Oil

Cook-Stov- e

In

is such that the heat is thrown directly upward against the kettle
or pan upon the stove top. without affecting the atmosphere of
the room to an appreciable degree.
You can at once see the advantage of this stove over a great
range whicn throws heat in all directions it is the
ideal summer stove.
If your dealer docs not have the ''New
Perfection'' write our nearest agency.

which Is being complimented upon the
fact that It Is the best printed and
best bound volume of New Mexico
thus far Issued. The price per
volume, $2.70, is lower than that of
any previous volume. To this CO cents
should be added for postage, if volume
Is ordered by mall. The edition Is limited and orders will be filled In the
sequence of their receipt.
lie-port- s

And All Kinds of Mineral

'

NEW MEXICO REPORTS

THEIR DUTY.

Remeuibor the
take no other.

rcTcn;

24, 190S.

T

LiUTJip

af

Stomach Troubles.
remarkable cures of stomach
Many
.
Any
you
troubles have been effected by ChamMail Orders berlain's Stomnch and Llvor Tablets.
Orders Filled (or Any Amount.
One man who had spent over two
will Receive Prompt Attention.
thousand dollars for medicine and
treatment was cured by a few boxes
Phone 38
of those tables. Price 25 cents. SamSanta Fe, N. M.
Montezuma Avenue.
ples free at all drug stores

1
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fcstantially
nude of Draw,

8

niwiy niciceua
and verv handsome.
Gives a
powerful Bghi and burns for hours with on filling. Portable,
sale, convenient kiit what every home needs.
If oot with your dealer, write our nearest agency.

SODA WATER,
Desire-Flavor

x

I

f

Continental Oil Company
(lacarporaWd)

gWaso

8TUDY THE MAP.
re
The natural point on the new A. T. & S. F. Cut-Of- f
for the distribution of
cial men and others who are seeking
WILtARO THE "HUB CITY" first class accommodations.
freight, having the advantage of the easy grades and short route to th
East and West ,and airect communication with all points in the Territory.
W. D. Waldon owns the city bakTO AND FROM R03WELL.
Wholesale
houses are coming to Willard as soon as the Cut Off is open. Sur
ery and restaurant. Ho cam) recently
Connection made with Automobile
rounded by a fine farming country. The purest water in New Mexico. Th
THE
(Continued From Page One.)
KNOW Line
filed
from
Wetumka, Oklahoma, and
at Torrance for Roswell daily.
geographical center of Torrance county and of New Mexico. The water
on a claim, three and one-hal- f
miles
THE SUPERIOR
Ro
for
Automobile
Torrance
A
leaves
S. F. short line through New Mexico, Willard it
in
herds
of
and
point on the great A. T.
sustaining
large
sheep
from town.
QUALITIES OF V
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell cattle which are
will
a
town.
Willard
make a city. Study the map. Tor information
growing
shipped from this
.1. U
Cook owns tho leading meat
Vi
0WEftat 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros..
.
each year. The representatives of market in the town and all the fresh call or address
city
well for Torrance at 1 p. m., and ar- the
FRANK L. WALRATH, REAL ESTATE,..
leading packing nouses, in the native meats are to Ik? found at this
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare United States and
Willard, New Mexico.
and
between Santa Fe and Torrance Is cattlemen flock hereleading sheep and market
every
SUCKERS. SUITS
year
S.
U.
Attorney E. P. Davies, also
$5.80 and between Torrance and Rosbuy shoe) and cattle in large numa lucrative pracAND HATS
well, $10.00. Reserve seats on automo- bers from the ranchers. Willard is at commissioner, enjoys
the lands in the vicinity have been as equal to any in New Mexico. Thev
All
tice.
land
the valley are taken
for
filings
W.
bile
Stockard, manag- present conceded to be one of ibe
by wire. J.
up by homesteaders and the on do things In Willard.
ore the men who have
made before Mr. Davies. He has neat
er Automobile Line.
church
Several
organizations,
put them to the hard
stock shipping points !h Xrw and cozy offices in the rear of the Tor- ly way to get land near town is to
largest
est tests in the roughor
land
them
the Catholic, Methodist.
deeded
among
relinquishments.
buy
Mexico.
in
rance
Rank.
Any inquiries
County
est weather.
The latter are already selling from Christian and Baptist denominations,
Kennedys Laxative Cough Syrup Is
Railroad Facilities.
regard to land in and around Willard $.'j(iii up, according to location and hold services at the public school
Get the original
one that children like so well to take
The town .is fortunate in railroad will be cheerfully answered by Mr.
Towers Fish "Brand
Each of the organizations
value of Improvements. Many settlers building.
as it tastes nearly as good as maple facilities. It is accessible from all
made since 1836
Davies..
have brought with them their own have perfected plans to build houses
sugar. It acts gently yet freely on the points through two competing lines The Torrance
catalog me rat me ammo
(Jounty Bank is rated stcol; which is nolicibk for its fine of worship in the near future.
The
bowels and thereby it drives the cold which are distinctly under different
safest
the
among
banking institutions breeding in most cases. Farm imple- Catholics promise to be the first in
out of the system. It Is sold by The management and influence. The San- in
the
It is capitalized foi ments and machinery are conspicuous tho Held with a new building and for
Ireland Pharmacy.
ta Fe Central railway gives connec- $15,000 territory.
and the individual wealth of items
this purpose they have already more
among railroad receipts.
tion with the entire Rock Island sys- the stockholders is over one-hal- f
milthan
$2,500 raised and the construc
tem at Torrance, thirty miles to the lion dollars. The officials of the mink
The Scenery.
VISITING CARDS.
beau- tion of the church will begin at once.
is
Wilhiid
The
around
The New Mexican Printing company south, and with the Denver and Rio are H. u. Jones,
scenery
president; Duncan tiful. From a residence In
Is prepared to furnish cards do vlste Grande line at Santa. Fe, the capital
any part The Methodists also have a church
McGillivray, vice president; H. R.
Is
no
8C
there
of
the
to
of
miles
New
the north. Roberson, cashier, and A. B. McDonpoint of the building fund and will begin the con
town,
for ladles and for gentlemen on short
Mexico,
notice in first class style at reason- This line also connects with the At- old and J. W. Corbett, are the direc- compass to which one may turn from struction of a building early this fall.
The Board of Trade has a commodable prices, either engraved or print- chison, Topeka and Santa Fe at Ken- tors. The bank's deposits run over which an entrancing view of mounLine $55,000. The bank, while in business tains, mesa or plains is not obtain- ious hall where all puhlc meetings,
ed. Call at the New Mexican Printing nedy and with the Automobile
able. The, panorama thus afforded in- socials, dances, etc., are held.
to Roswell at Torrance. The Atchison, for
company.
personal gain, is also here as a
Santa
and
Fe
Topeka
Railway running public convenience, catering to the le cluding the Pedernal, Ortiz South; San
Born in Iowa.
through Willard has one of the most gitimate needs of the people.
No Need of Suffering From RheumaThe Pedro, Galllnas and Manzano ranges,
Our family were all bora and raiscomplete depot buildings at this point funds in the bank are protected by the together with the Tres .Tiiananus and
tism.
It Is a mistake to allow rheumatism In the West. It is constructed of solid most modern screw dooi, triple time-loc- Lobo Mesas and Los Animas hills ed in Iowa, and have used ChamberThe
is dotted with springs and lain's Colic, Cholera, nnd Diarrhoea
to become chronic, as the pain can al- concrete, with walls twelve inches In
burglar proof safe and an in- small valley
an
of
roof
and
red
for
thickness
attracive
lakes,
many of which, with their Remedy made at Des Moines)
surance policy against burglary and
ways be relieved, and In most cases
surrounding trees, furnish
pleasant years. We know how good It is from
a cure effected by applying Chamber- tile. The interior finish is of English holdups, is carried by the directors.
long experience in the use of it. In
u" ",UBB
i s""ut;
M. O. Martinez
has an
lain's Pain Balm. The relief from pain oak, with ebony tops and it contains
re"a
floor
for
on.
when in El Paso, Texas, the writ
second
rooms1
the
fact,
t;uil"l'B
luv,ua
living
,new'
which it affords is alone worth many
bar and deals in wines, liquors and,1""1
life was saved by the prompt use
er's
' "l " "mua
times its cost. It makes sleep and rest the agent. Besides this, the company cigars. Mr. Martinez represented San
"""'7'"
""6,
has constructed spacious yards, en- Miguel county in the territorial legis erable area from three to eight miles of this remedy. We are now engaged
possible. Even in cases of long standn
to
Estancla
the
and Antelope In the mercantile business at Uarcoos-see- ,
the
house and a pumping station
east,
lature In 1882 and has the reputation
ing this liniment should be used on gine
to seventeen
twelve
Is the most im of
from
towu.
The
latter
the
Springs
Fla., and have Introduced the
account of the relief It affords. 25 and
being a good Republican iolitician.
Manzano remedy here. It has proven very sucon
miles
and
the
one
new
consiston
the
the
line,
north,
portant
handle
farm
Corbett
50 cent sizes for sale by ajl druggists,
and Taylor
ing of numerous large tanks1 and two lands, city property, write insurance, mountains in the northwest. These lat- cessful and Is constantly growing in
ter offer most interesting excursions. favor Ennis Bros. This remedy Is
power houses with pumps which have etc.
A group of old apple trees which were for sale by all druggists.
a capacity of six housand gallons per
Willard has a good weekly news- discovered in 1806
and which were
hour each, or 144,000 gallons per day.
Tho Record, which was estabthen and are still bearing fruit, and CALL FOR THE REDEMPTION OF
The water comes from a depth of 150 paper,
lished less than six months ago by its the
origin of which remain to this day,
feet, is unlimited in quantity and the
THE BONDS OF THE COUNTY OF
The a matter
present editor, Eugene Forbes.
meof speculation, are not far
quality for both domestic and
TAOS, NEW MEXICO.
in
and
is
Record
politics
Republican
distant. Several small Mexican towns,
chanical purposes is pronounced un
Notice Is hereby given to the ownis a great factor in building a great527 San Francisco 8treat.
the remains of an ancient Penitente ers of the following bonds of the
surpassed. Telegraphic communication er "Hub
City."
can be had with Willard ovor the
church, and a number of more or less
of Taos, Territory of New
The Willard Board of Trade is one reCently established sawmills add to county
lines' of either the Western Union or
Mexico,
the Postal Telegraph companies and of the liveliest commercial organiza- the interest of a day's outing in this First. Twenty-sevethousand, Ave
telephone messages may be transmit tlons in the territory and is doing direction. To the southwest, about 25 hundred dollars ($27,500) 6 per cent
iDOiaii
ted to all valley points through the much to improve the town. It lias a miles, lie the famous group of ruins bonds dated July the 1st, 1889, duo in
lines of the Sunshine Valley Public membership of over sixty and the of- - wnich hav-- been given the name of thirty 30) years from their date, but
Utilities company, which has its office ncersare: E. P. Davies, president; u Gran Qui vera and which, owing to optional In ten 10) years, payable at
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
II. R. their great extent and the value of
.
and
in the town. The long distance tele- E: Hernt'on,
Garnets
Gems
Other
Opals, Turquoise,
the office of the First National Bank
Dun- - various relics from time to time dis- OUR MOTTO: To Have the Beat of Everything In Our Line.
in the City of New York, State
phone system also has connection with Roberson, secretary, and W. A.
of
The Wells-FargWillard.
Express lavy, treasurer. Every street Improve- covered there, have excited for many New, York.
company has offices in connection with ment that has been made in Willard years the wonder and admiration not
Second. Three thousand, five hunboth the Atchison, Topeka and Santa was initiated by the Board ot lrade. oniy 0f the ordinary visitor but the dred dollars ($3,500) 6 per cent bonds
Fe railway and the Santa Fe Central. The board has purchased road grading ardent study of the archaeologist as dated July the 2nd., 1892, due In thirapparatus and the improvement of the weu Attempts have been recently ty (30) years from their date, but opBusiness Houses.
Willard is now well under way as country roads leading into Willard has made to have these relics of early tional In ten (10) years, payable at.
been commenced.
It has purchasedgpanisn settlement placed under gov-an- the office of
the Treasurer and CollecThese celebrated Hot Springs are lo- est alkalin Hot Springs In the world. a wholesale center, each of its largest
street lamps 'eminent control and it is to be hoped
the
Installed
present
stores
in
the
being engaged
tor of the said county of Taos, at
cated In the midst of the Ancient Cliff The efficiency of these waters has general
Mer- In the town. It also has financed the 'that success in the matter will be at
Taos, New Mexico.
miles west of been thoroughly tested by the mirac- distributing trade. The Willard
Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
cantile company has an investment baseball team, built a grand stand at tained in order that they may be preThird. Eleven thousand, four hunTaos, and fifty miles north of 8anta ulous cures attested to in the followa
city served for the instruction and enterin buildings and stock of more than the ball grounds, constructed
o
dred
dollars ($11,400) 6 per cent bonds
diseases:.
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Rheumatism
ing
Paralysis,
$100,000, and It Is doing a large retail jail at a cost of over $300 and expend- tainment of future generations. There dated August the 2nd, 1897, due in
Station, on the Denver and Rio Neuralgia, Malaria, Brlght's Disease as
The ed large sums of its funds for litera are also many other historic ruins of
well as wholesale business.
Grande Railroad, from which point a of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercur-la- l
years from their date, but
ture setting forth the opportunities in the Estancla Valley's early settlement twenty (20)
is
and
capitalcompany
Incorporated
in ten (10) years, payable at
optional
dally line of stage runs to the springs.
Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La ized for
which has been effectively such as tne punta ,je Aqua and Abo
$100,000, with capital stock Willard,
the office of the Treasurer and CollecThe temperature of these waters. Is Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc.
cov- distributed all over the United States. rulns wltnm easy reach 0f Willard
The
store
up.
fully
buildings
paid
tor of the said county of Taos, at
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per.
- Water and Light System.
and the residents of the town are
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feat. Climate day; $15 per week; $50 per month. er almost two blocks of ground. The
Taos, New Mexico; that all of said
Now the Board of Trade has on foot therefore at no loss In the matter of bonds are
consist of a brick and iron
hereby called for redempvery dry and delightful the entire year Stage meets Denver trains and waits buildings
ware a proposition to light the town by entertainment.
tion and payment and should, together
round. There Is now a commodious ho for Santa Fe train upon request This retail building, a large wholesale
a large electricity and also construct a pub-- J
Willard with its natural advantages, with all unmatured coupons thereunto
tsl for the convenience of Invalids and resort is attractive at all seasons and house of iron construction,
a lie water plant to be run by electricity favorable climate, fertile farming dis-an- d
and
warehouses
and
feed
hay,
grain
tourists. People suffering from Con- la open all winter. Passengers for Ojo
attached, be presented at their respecto furnish power to all the farm- - trict, exceptional railroad facilities tive
smaller
used as a general
building
and
other cbntagi- Callente can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m.
places of payment as above stated
sumption, cancer,
the firm ers In the vicinity of Willard for the and scenic and historic environments, for such
AHA AlmmmmAm
. I VWW and reach Ojo Callente at 4 p. m., the storehouse. This year alone
purposes, on or before the
9..mtfi Tt....
WWW
Ml. w nA
U
HVVVflVHl
farms. The promise soon to surpass many of its
three
their
sold
has
and
distributed
of
purpose
nearly
irrigating
of
first
waters contain 1,626.24 grains of alka- same day. For further particulars
July, 1908, 'on which do to
day
car loads of grass seed. Everything la construction of the plant will be be-- j older neighbors in the sisterhood of interest on said bonds will cease.
line salts to the gallon, being the rich- purchased In car load lots thus enabl- gun as soon as the preliminaries are: territorial towns and become what Its
This call for redemption is made
ing the firm to get low prices, as well completed and before long the plant citizens already regard It the "Hub pursuant to an order of the Board of
will be completed and In operation. City" and geographic center of cen-Thas cheap freight rates.
County Commissioners, of Taos coun: W. A. Dunlavy owns another merabove will prove the biggest boon tral New Mexico. The citizens of Will- W.
ty, under authority of the laws of the
fll.
01 o Callente, Taos County.
cantile establishment and is engaged for not only the city alone, but to the ' ard are mostly young men and women Territory of New Mexico.
In both wholesale and retail business. surrounding farmers who will be able and they are active, made of the right
Dated June 1st, 1908.
This store has an investment of more to get their water supply at reason- stuff and will push this city forward
NICOLAS ANAYA,
able cost, insuring them
than $30,000 In stock and buildings.
crops, and make it a great and Important Treasurer of Taos County, New Mexicommercial center.
Willard has two first class hotels. whether there Is rain or no rain.
co.
IT-- l.l
n nlvfAAtl.Wwm
mi
Car load after car load of ImmiTV..,
The town has good schools now
PICTURES AND rRAMING house, sets a good table and furnish- grant outfits have come into Willard with
an efficient
corps of teachers
We make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINT-INIt is an admittei fact that real eses good, clean beds, at the rate of during the last two years in addition where the young America is taught,
and ENLARGING. Mall Order- Given Prompt J1.B0
financial men and merchants all
to
are
of
school
the
facilities
tate,
number
being
partial
large
per day.
'
Attention. Send for Catalogue.
The Willard Hotel is considered the monts. Many homesteaders also find planned for now and It is the aim ot say that Quickest and best results are
DEWEY COMPANY,
HOWLAND
Imost
hotel in the valley their way here by wagon over the the people to make the public schools obtained by advertising in tha New
$11 S. Broadway, Las Anf else, Caff
and la headquarters for the commer surrounding roads and trails. All of the best In Torrance county, as well Mexican.
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ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor.
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Kodaks and Photo Supplies
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$200.
notes, diamonds and jewelry as low as $10 and as high
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to one year. Ratei are
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.

On

Win.

FApiI

at SALMON Store.

NATHAN SALMON.
Phone 108.

Phone 108.

The largest and the only

"tore in Santa Fe.

up-to-d-

STRAWBERRIES AND CHERRIES
FRESH DAILY

Good to

Everything

Eat

In Solitaire Canned Goods

Solitaire Tea and Coffee
Have no Equal.

Winter Grocery
Southeast Corner Plaza, 8anta

lL3ZA

Fe.

L

LTLi-Ja- W

A Perfumed Luxury for the Bath
Aa invieoratinir as a Sea Bath.
bottens Hard water.
25 Bath3 25 cents.

BATHASWEET
Stent

No. 40.

Li If
RICE POWDER

Veeetable and Authentically Pure,

At
AU

Co.

Telephone

Sunburn and Chafing. Softest Baby PowdM
and haee rowaa. wmwarpiu.

es

rmIM!iru

FINISHING

THE

1856.

INCORPORATED 1903.

PERSONAL MENTION

AfJOTfjER IJIDUCEP1EJST
On account of thedemandin our clothing department will make another
offer for on 2 we ek longer commencing MONDAY 22nd and ending
SATURDAY 27th a reduction of
$7. 50 of every suit made to order
of the great line of LAMM & Co. or
$3.50 on the celebrated line of
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX.
This is $2.50 better than our offer
last week which was only a reduction of $5.00 per suit. You are all
invited to come at once can secure your choice. This is the time
that you can buy a fine suit of clothes for little money. NATHAN
SALMON does the head work and
you wear the clothes.
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 24, 1908.

TOUCH.

spring outfit can be
put upon it by JULIUS MU
Your garments are
RALTERsure to be of the very latest
cut, style and material, and the
fit is perfect. When you want
to appear elegant and recherche
have you suit or overcoat made at
to your new
-

Julius Pjoraltcr
Comer Washington & Palace Avea

Seliffman Bros

Judge H. D. Terrell, of Clovis, well
known In Santji Fe, Is In Albuquerque
on legal business.
Ralph Easley, who has been In the
Efrtancla valley on his claim, has returned to the city for a Hhort visit.
E. II. Paul, auditor of the Santa Fe
Central railway In this city, was in
on railroad
Albuquerque yesterday
business.
E. P. Doores, a citizen of Willard,

Wholesale & Retail.

9 A careful

Torrance county, was among today's
Personal busiguesta at the Claire.
ness brought him bora.
C. B. Rumsey, forest guard on the
Jenicz National Forest, was in the
city yesterday coming from Coyote.
He returned this morning.
J. P. O'Brun, a resident in the vicinity of Glorleta, looked after business affairs in the city today. He was
a guest at the Claire.
Miss Florence
youngest
Spitz,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Solomon
Spitz, has returned from her studies
at Notre Dame Academy, at Notre

wife will always

Dame, Indiana.
Rev. E. McQueen Gray, who has a
fine ranch at Carlsbad, spent yesterday and today in the city. Last evening he delivered a lecture at the
meeting of the Masonic lodge.
Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds of
Las Vegas, who have been In Chicago
during convention week as spectators
at the convention and to visit friends,

SHE KNOWS.
Mrs. C. H. Eunyon, Stan-berr- y,
Mo. writes: I have
used Snow Liniment and can' t
Bay enough for it, for
and all pains. It is
the most useful medicine to
have In the house.".

have returned

homo.

Keepisuppiiea
wilh
BALLARD'S
SNOW

LINIMENT

A

Positive Cure For

Rheumatism, Cuts, Old Sores,
Sprains, Wounds, Stiff Joints,
Corns, Bunions and ail Ills.

Eheu-matis-

f

beers
the
Stetson

Jb

iM-

l

VSXhJBf

WAISTS

CARPETS

SKIRTS

RUGS

LADIES
HATS

SHOES

DRESS

CLOTHING

GOODS

For a hat light

MENS

in weight and
flexible as well
as durable, we
earnestly recom
mend the

FURNISHING

NOTIONS

HOSIERY.

m

Stetson
Self-Conformi-

Three Sizes 25c, 50c, $1.00

Hat

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.

We havf the Stetson Soil and Detby
Hut in tU the latest ttylci.

For

Half a

Dry Goods House in tba

--o

Phone

City.

No. 86.

LAWN AND GARDEN SUPPLIES
Ball bearing

Lawn mowers. Grass Catchers,

Something New in Lawn Sprinklers. Garden Hose,
Hose Reefs, Lawn Rakes. Fruit Sprayers.

Field and Garden Seed.
Spading Forks, Rakes and Shovels.
Alaska Refrigerators and Ice Cream Freezers,
Screen Doors and Windows,
Hammocks, Croquet sets.

AGENTS VICTOR SPORTING GOODS
The rjost Complete Line of Hardware in the City.
Sanitary Plumbing our Motto.

Ph,T

HDW. CO.

WOOD-DAVI- S

wRnac&

CALL AfiD SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

WeaR

8

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Kidneys
kid-ne-

the Leading

Century

P. O. Box 219.

vice-preside-

Druggist recommend

Every

HATS

ST. LOUIS, MO.,
Hon. T. B. Catron has returned
from Chicago where he attended the
last
Republican national convention
Sold and Recommended by
elected
was
He
week.
FI8CHER DRUG 8TORE.
of the New Mexico delegation.
of
son
A.
Judge
Waldo,
Thomas
Henry L. Waldo of Las Vegas, is In Dr. G. W. Harrison and family of Althe Meadow City on a visit to Mr. and buquerque, have gone to Denver where
Mrs. A. T. Rogers, the latter being they will make their future home. The
his sister. He 19 en route to
move was made to obtain better facilities for the education of the HarStewart Van Vliet, rancher on the rison children and to enable the Docunner Pecos, who has been in the city tor to look after his business interests
the past few days, left for his ranch in the Colorado capital.
this morning. Mr. Van Vllet says that Charles S. Easteling, special examhis section of the country needs rain iner of the
department of justice, of
badly.
is expected in the city
Washington,
Walter Jaffa, member of the mer to check up the records of the local
cantile firm of Jaffa Brothers, at Albu United States court as
kept by Franoueraue. has returned to the Duke cis C.
clerk. Mr. Easteling
Wilson,
City from a two weeks' visit to Den has been at Albuquerque where he inver, partly on business and partly on vestigated the accounts and records of
pleasure.
the clerk's office and U. S. marshal's
United office there.
Captain David J. Leahy,
States district attorney for New MexJudge B. F. Adams, Albuquerque atico, who was in the city Monday and
who has been in the city on
torney
yesterday attending the special session of the United 'States district legal business and represented the
home last legal business and represented the Rio
court, returned to his
case of the United States of America
night.
versus the company, appearing before
Delegate W. H. Andrews and Mayor
John R, McFie Monday and
Judge
II. O. Bursum of Socorro arrived in
the city on the noon train from Chica- Tuesday, left for his home today. The
has great hopes that the de
go where they have both been in at judge
tendance on the Republican national cision will be in favor of his client.
I. T. Niles, traveling auditor of the
convention. They registered at the
Colorado
Car Service Bureau, with
Claire.
District Attorney C. W. G. Ward of headquarters in Denver, spent yester
Las Vegas, has gone to Hot Springs, day and this forenoon in the city on
Ho enjoyed his visit and
Arkansas, where he will take the baths business.
for rheumatism.
Thereafter he will was sorry he could not lengthen it.
visit New York, Boston and Washing- The next time he visits Sanla Fe he
ton. He expects to be absent from will endeavor to stay longer. The climate and the scenic attractions here
New Mexico several weeks.
Oscar C. Snow of Mesilla Park, one suited him fine. He was chap
of the most successful and extens eroned by S. B. Grimshaw,
general
ive alfalfa raisers of the Mesilla Val- - manager of the Santa Fe Central
ley, registered at the Claire hotel toJames Corry, a pioneer of the terday. Mr. Snow is a member of the
Territorial Water Commission and ritory who settled in Colfax county in
came to the city on official business. the early Eighties, is1 in Santa Fe for
Felix Martinez, formerly a citizen a several weeks' sojourn. This Is his
of Las Vegas, but during recent years first visit to the capital In fifteen
a resident of El Paso, Texas, is in the years and he finds many improvements
Meadow City on a visit. Mr. Martinez in that time. Of late years he has been
still holds the ownership of La Voz living at Springer, but is now looking
Dod Pueblo, a paper printed in Span- for another location and may poaslbly
ish in La9 Vegas, and a Democratic take up his residence in the Mesilla
Valley. He served one term as treasorgan.
urer of Colfax county.
Perfecto
Jaramillo, a successful
sheep raiser near Encino, Torrance
county, reached the city yesterday
with his father, Jose Antonio Jaramlllo, who is suffering from rheumatism and bad him placed In the Diaz
Sanitarium. Mr. Jaramillo states that
while It Is very dry in his section
there have been as yet no losses of
Weak lidnsn. rarely point to week kidney
but rain Is very necessary as
Nerves. The Kidneys, like the Heart, and the sheep,
water
the
supply Is getting scarce and
Stomach, find their weakness, not In the organ
grass is disappearing.
itself, but In the nerves that eootrol and guide the range
atw strengthen them. Dr. Snoop's Restorative It Should his father not be benefited by
a medicine specifically prepared to reach these the treatment here. Dr. Diaz and Dr.
controlling nerves. To doctor the Kidneys alone, Rolls have advised that he be sent to
is futile. It Is a waste of time, and of money as the Jemez Hot
Springs. His father
well.
76 years of age and still hale and
is
If your back aches or to weak. If the urine
Both Jose Antonio Jaramillo
scalds, or to dark and strong, If yon have symptoms hearty.
and Perfecto Jaramillo are very "well
of Brlghto or other distressing or dangerous
disease, try Dr. Sboop't BestoratlTe a month-Tab- lets known in this city where they have
or Liquid and see what H can and win many relatives and friends.
Aoforyoa.

Co.

Jewelry, Silverware,

rated

Deco-

Novelties,
Leather and leather Ebony
China,

Goods.

C

a.

apiu

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

3d

and sell

(Continued
ir-Stoo-

On Page Eight.)

Typewriters.

p's

Bostortitivo
The Ireland Pharmacy.

Call at "The Racket" and Bee the
new Royal Typewriter. Racket prices
prevail, $65.00. None better at any
price.. All latest Improvements.

TljE rJOTOAL

BUILDlfiC & LOAJI ASSOCIATION

of Santa

fe,

INCORPORATED

JI.

I.

1887

Become a member at any time. Continuous Series ol Stock.
save money or to build homes.
OHAS HASPKLMATH, President.
B.
J. P. VICTORY, Solicitor.

An Ideal way to

Subscribe for the New Mexican.

7C

Pure and Unadulterated is Grape Food, a Nutritious fluid for' both the sick and the
well. It is from choicest Concord Grapes. At the

ZOQK'S PHARMACY

IPSO 1ST IE 213

MC
3C

PHONE 213

'

rnxj oak.
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ac
Weather

Habit

I,
X

forecast for

New

.uexico:
rair tonight In west
portion; local showers in east
portion.
Generally fair with
warmer weather Thursday.

X
X
X

RENT Six
modern
room,
Apply this office.
Wool in small quantities is being
marketed in Santa Fe this week.
The annual Plaza Fete ot. the Wo
man's Board of Trade will take place
on August 6.
Several of the trees planted by the
Santa Fe Board of Trade have died,
although they have received excellent
care and plenty of water.
A new threshold
has been placed
lu the Winter Grocery copmany's
store, and a part of the flooring has
been replaced by new boards.
Miss Marlon McQuarrie
has been
confined to her bed for several days
by illness. Her sister, Mrs. S. B. Grim-shaw- ,
is attending her.
Her many
friends hope for her speedy recovery.
The committee to make arrangements for the entertaining of the New
Mexico Bar assolcaion on August 31
and September 1, will meet in the
office of A. B. Renehan, Catron Block,
on Friday afternoon at 3 o'clock.
Workmen are busy today taking the
iron pipe, out of which will ho constructed the flag pole over the Federal building, to the roof and It will be
put up as soon as possible. The pole
is being Installed by the Wood-Davi- s
Hardware company.
There will be a regular meeting of
Santa Fe Lodge No. 4C0 B. P. O. Elks
this evening. Several candidates will
be initiated and new members balloted upon. A full attendance is requested by Exalted Ruler T. P. Gable. Visiting Elks are cordially invited to attend the session.
Judge John R. McFio has granted'
a temporary license to practice law
to Ralph Easley, son of Charles F.
Easley of this city. The former intends later to open an office at Estan-cia- ,
Torrance county. He has just grad
uated from the law department of the
University of Missouri at Columbia,
Missouri.
Today is Saint John's Day and the
pueblo of San Juan, north of Santa
Fe, is having its annual dance. According to tradition, this should be the
warmest day of the year for from to
morrow on, the days will grow perceptibly shorter, last Sunday, June 21,
having been the longest day of the
year and the beginning of summer.
The
rainy season should betomorrow.
gin
' The Denver
Dry Goods company, a
corporation of Colorado with its principal place of business in Denver,
through its attorneys Catron and
Gortner, brought suit in the district
court yesterday against A. M. Bergere
for recovery on an account alleged to
amount to $211.12. The complaint of
the plaintiff, the Denver Dry Goods
company, sets forth that Mr. Bergere
purchased between March 1 and June
30 last year, goods to the amount of
the claim and that he has refused, and
failed to pay for them. Judgment is
asked for the amount of the bill.
As the fiscal year will close on
Tuesday next, postofflce employes who
still have vacation days coming to
'Assistant
them, are taking time off.
Postmaster W. C. Schnepple and fam
ily are on a picnic in Santa Fe
Canon today. Clerk Charles J. Par
sons will be absent five days from
tomorrow on. Railway Mall Clork L.
A. Jones will be at Ojo Caliente until July 3, and Letter Carrier Frank
Chavez is going to Albuquerque tomorrow. As the only available substitute
clerk is Harry Hogle, the additional
work is thrown on the clerks who remain on duty.
FOR

day-the-

grow into a good large sum.
The oportunity may come, when a few hundred dollars
might change your whole financial condition; Might mean
buying an interest in some growing business;' Might give
you a chance to grasp your next opportunity.

AND WHAT IS THE USE OF ALL THIS?
Why it

just moans making a man of you.
Making you free to do as you wish.
Making you aud your family happy and contented.

OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH US NOW.
THE UNITED STATES

iays percent interest

BANK

on Time and

4

TRUST COMPANY

AND

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.

LIVERY STABLE
PINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURR1ES. HACK?.

GALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

cms.

WJ
mm

'

Line.

CLOSSON.
YOU

V

fSM-

-

V

HIT THE RIGHT FEED

.

when you strike this establishment.
We handle nothing but
FIRST-CLAS-

S

FLOUR

AND

FEED

Those who have dealt with us don't
have to be told how excellent our spe
cialties are: And those who don't
know out flour and feed are losing
something every day they remain unacquainted. If you are one of these
you Bhould give ua a trial order at
once.
Sole Agency For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD

LEO.HERSCH

Wholesale and Retail Dealers In
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES, SALT AND SEEDS.
The Only Exclusive Grain House in Santa Fe, New Mexico.

I

THE WEST FOR THE
The Colorado

WEST.

Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A.M, BERGERE, Manager for New Mexico.
Catron Hock,

ante Ft,

N. M.

For anything and everything appertaining to Printing or Binding
call i the New Mexican Printing Company.
o--

f

TO OPEN THE SPRING SEASON
There will be a

SPECIAL SALE
OF EVERY LINE OF GOODS
durino the month of April. Come and con-

vince yourself, No trouble to show goods.
-- ADOLF SELIGHAJL

wing to the backward sea
son we find ourselves
overstocked and will of
fer special inducements in all
departments from now until
July 4th.
JULIUS H. GERDES.

(Continued. On Page Eight.)
NOTICE.
Notice is hereby
given, that a
meeting of the stockholders of the
Santa Fe Central Railway company,
on August 11th, 1908, at two o'clock,
p. m., at the general office of the
company, in the city of Santa Fe, New
Mexico, has been called by the Board
of Directors, for the purpose of taking into consideration an agreement
of consolidation and merger of the
Santa Fe Central Railway company
and the Albuquerque Eastern Railway
company, and taking a vote, by ballot, for the adoption or rejection of the
came, and for the transaction of any
other business that may be brought
before the meeting.
W. C. HAGAN,

Secretary.

How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
ward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.
Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned have known F.
J. Cheney for tho last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
WALDING, RINNAN & MARVIN, -Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous , surfaces of the system.'
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Legal blanks both English
Spanish for sale by the Now
can Printing company.

and
Mexi-

The

A.

llsnotrespon

for your soft

sour milk and

spoiled meat.
Get a

MUGLER

(M

Refriprator

sell them, and a

We

Stmtheaxt Vorntr J'laut,

other

thousand

summer needs; here art a
few suggestions: screens
screen
screen cloth,
lawn
hose,
doors,
sprink
lers, lawn mowers, yarueii too!s, camp equipment,
hammock, tents, awnings, wagon covers, bed sheets,
foldings cots, sporting goods, fishing tackle, feed
bags, harness and sdddlery, oil and gasoline stoves, etc
Al ADAQTIMC SaniUry Wall Finish, Here Only
MLMDMO I Nil
Wii can save you money.
Complete Stock

TO THE LADIES
OF GOOD DRESS
Mr. M. Lyons announces that he
has a fine line of materials that
are particularly good for this
country and he is making it up
into most beautiful shirt waist
skirts at $15, in the month's
of June and July only. Linens
of most elegant fabrics and stylo
and which make up into most
snappy summer suits, $30 and up.
And white summer serges which
aro notable superb creations.
These are all In admirable styles
in the leading cities of good,
dress.
Laughllu Block.

ice,

butter,

of Millinery go to

houw.

you have some of your money leftover.
The extra money is the foundation for future riches, if you
will only persistently save it. What if it does only amount
to a few dimes or nickels a
re
are going to bo a great
in
life!
and these dimes and nickols will
many days your

PAGE FIVE

For Fine Bargairs in
Hats and general line
MISS.

If you are thrifty,

mn.ti

LADIES

MINOR CITY TOPICS

,1

The having

qjlkta

JOHNSON'S WOOD DYES

YOU MONEY.

PADDY'S

Room No. l.r.

I

C&RF1&GE

.

r

J

I

L

be good enough

may

Ttddy Bears,
not
for
but
your pet. Gtt
liim one of our beautiful
baby cabs, or a useful
express wagon.

Tho New Mexican Printing com
pany has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for tho use of jus
tices of the peace. They aro especial
ly ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, have full
Index In front and the fees of justices
of tho peace and constables printed
In full on the first page.
The pages
are 10
inches. These books are
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
separate ot 32 pages each or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices:
Civil or Criminal
$2.75
Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
for a
docket, or 55 cents additional
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
full must accompany order.
State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted.

WE CAN SAVE YOU
MONEY

OUH

STOq

OF

FURfilTUfE

Beds, Mattresses, Springs. House
Furnishings, Household Goods is

e

only complete
stock in the city, bought reasonable sold reasonable WE CAN
complete-th-

IIP'

SAVE YOU MONEY,

Phone

No

83 Mail Orders Solicited

Everything in Hardware.

Phonographs.
"The Racket" has on sale the Victor
line

$30.00, $40.00,
$10.00, $22.00,
$50.00 and $60.00. 20 dozens new rec

ords to pick from. Hear your record
before you buy and save express
charges.

;

Celicions Banana Cream.

THE IRELAND PHARMACY

Thin recipo is hlnhly rouoimnnncloil by
rt
oneof our correspondent)); try It for
Pool llvo lursc bananas, rub smooth with
Ave tfiaspoonfub) of HUKiir Add one teacup
swoet cretun beaten to a stifT froth, then
add One 10o. package of Lemon JKLL-- dissolved In lVa teacups bolllnx water. Pour
Into mould and when eold garnish with
candled cherries. Served with whipped
cream, or any good pudding sauce. JELL-- 0
s sold by all Grocers at 10c. per packago.

i
f

dos-se-

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS

40UR MOTTOf;

Purity, Accuracy, and Courtesy

3

Try Our Cool Drinks.

H.SJIIE5C0.
V4

V.f4--

I-

-

HL.

1,,

NIGHT CALLS ANSWEUED.

f

SEE

CHARLES

traitor les

WAGHEB

Furniture Company.

aud

Just

received a handsome line of Mission Furniture in sets
and single pieces; also Brass and Iron Beds of Latest Pattern.

BlacoerriuS

EMBALMING AND
for

UNDERTAKING

Preserving

A SPECIALTY.
300-San Francisco St 'Phono 10
ThoneNol
''Night Call
8

&

This Week

.

DIAMONDS

STRAWBERRIES
Will be the lowest

PRICES

RIGHT

.

Next Week

VOT7

Q
M:xj.v-facti-

.

ri

,T

oi

mnnr

"

8aeen.
H.S.KAUNE&GO.
26,

and

Method.

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SIVERWARE.
iuifffc346 8an Francisco street, Santa Fe,N. M.

Ranch.

The Valley
The most beautiful location

on

the most beautiful

""i't
i

in New Mexico. Weather warm, dry and
Can accommodate a limited number of guests.

river (The Pecos)
delightful.

5

,!!

Out of Doors Life
Horse back riding and driving, hunting, and camping.
big ranch in full operation.

FISHING SEASON OPENS

'PHONE

Eyee Teete

JEWELERY

BLACKBERRIES
will be the lowest
of the

WATCHES

Fitted By Up

RIGHT GOOD
RIGHT 8ERVICE

and

H.

'

A

MAY 15.

Address The Valley Ranch,
VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

n

li

it

-

PAGE

OANTA. FE NldT MEXIOA2?. OAUTA ITU

SIX

Santa Fe Central

It.

ML

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 24, 1903.

FRATERWAL

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Rail-

way Company

Palace.
R. L. Allen, Dumas, Texas; R. G.
Byrd, Oklahoma City; S. Burkhart, AlTesu-que- ;
buquerque; Mrs. J. B. Downey,
Mrs. N. G. Walpole, Pueblo;
Clara G. Glenn, Tiffin, Ohio; Cora M.
Miller, Arkansas City; J. C. Davidson,
Denver; H. W. Muhan, Denver; H. D.
L. K. Price, San
Weeks, Chicago;
Francisco; Elizabeth Rice, Denver;
Mrs. S. E. Dodder. Overbrook, Kansas;
Mrs. F. D. Bland, Keokuk, Iowa; C. B.
Rumsey, Washington, D. C.
Claire.
Oscar C. Snow. Mesilla Park; T. W.
Jessup, Washington, D. C.j Thomas
Manison, Denver; R. E. Winters, Denver; E. P. Doores, Wlllard; E. McQueen Gray. Carlsbad; G. H. Howard,
Albuquerque; G. H. Pollock, Chicago;
J. P, O'Brun, Glorleta; A. O. Whltter,
St. Louis.
Normandle,
II. F. Molnat. Fort Collins, Colora
do: A. M. Saragosa and wife, San Vcrnardo, California; J. J. Murray, Albuquerque; George Lavlgne, Albuquer
que; M. S. Murphy, Espanola; George
E. Krulblll and wife and Charlence E.
Krulblll, BIsbee, Arizona; J. L. Rutherford. Estancla: T. Buckingham. Cer-rlllos; P. J. Kerwin and wife, Char-lott, North Carolina.
Coronado.
Robert Staples, Alamosa, Colorado;
J. T. Nites, Denver; C. E. Venclll.

EH3

Excursions

SOCIETIES

MASONIC- Montezuma Lodge No
F. & A. M. Regular communication
first Monday of each
month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
1, A.

A

SUMMER TOURI8T RATES.
Kansas City, St Louis, Chicago
and other eastern points and return.
June 1st to September 30th, 1908. To
Effective Thursday, April 30, 1908.
N. L. KING,
Kansas City and return J41.55; to St.
North Bound
South Bound
Louis and return 144.35; to Chicago
Worthy Master.
MUe!No2
and return $50.35. On sale dally June ALAN R. M'CORD, Secretary.
Ml!
Statl on s
1
No
1st to September 30th Inclusive. Final
p
12 50 D
Lve... Santa Fo .. Arr H5 fi 6 25
return limit October 31at.
" ....Kennedy..
93 9 6 13 p
Santi Fe Chapter No. I
1 66 p
74 91 4 10 p
"
2 54 p
Stanley..- R. A. M. Regular conSUMMER
TOURIST
RATES
8
27
3
63
"
p
Moria
3 27 p
iy.
65 1 5 02 p
"
vocation second Monday
Mcintosh.
3 El D
To Denver,
Colorado Springs
and
At 9 2 38 p
4 14 p
of each month at MaEstancla.
1
47
2;
5 15 pi
Pueblo, Colorado.
"
71 1 03
p
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
5 60 p 80 : ... Wllllard...
To
A
Denver and return $21.10.
611 15
7 86 plll6l Arr Torrance . . .Lve
S fiPTTZ tt t
'
To Colorado Springs and
return ARTHUR
SELIGMAN, Secretary.
$18.15.
i
"eM)rtuisitr-iijiruii
n
Freight, pasenger and steamship
To Pueblo and return $16.85.
business.
Santa
Fe
Commandary
On Bale daily June 1st to SeptemNo. 1, K. T. Regular
Pullman bertha secured by wire.
30th. Final return limit October
ber
with
At
Santa
Pe,
Connections:
conclave second Satur31st.
Stop overs at and north of
fn erh nwiTith at
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, and
day
Pueblo in both directions.
RailMasonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
& Santa Pe
Topeka
Atchison,
vnJ
Mv
Seaside excursions to Los Angeles,
a
JOHN II. WALKER, E. C.
way. At Kennedy, with Atchison,
San
Diego, San Francisco, Cal., also II. F. SEPHENS, Recorder.
TorAt
& Santa Pe Railway.
other points on the coast.
rance with SI Paso & Southwestern
To Los Angeles or San Diego and
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
System.
return
$41.90.
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted1
B.
8.
GRIMSHAW,
To San Francisco, Calif., and return Scottish Rite
of Free Masonry meets
General Freight and Passenger Agent.
$50.
on the third Saturday of each month
Tickets on sale each Tuesday, at 7:30 o'clock In
the
in
Thursday and Saturdays until Septem- Masonic Hall, south sideevening
of Plaaa.
ber inclusive. Final return limit No- Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
ItFVUi
fCUiUVt UUbU,
LllUUi cu
owii dially invited to attend.
overs for side rides to Grand Canyon
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32,
Petrified forests, also at pleasure at
Venerable Master.
Badly Sprained Ankle Cured.
and west of Barstow, California.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14,
Three years ago our daughter THE ANNUAL MEETING GRAND
Secretary
sprained her ankle and had been suf- LODGE BENEVOLENT AND PROfering terribly for two days and
TECTIVE ORDER OF ELKS'
I. O. O. F.
nights had not slept a minute. Mr.
DALLAS, TEXAS, JULY
Stalllngs, of Butler, Tenn., told us of
12 to 18TH.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, I. O. O. P.,
Chamberlain's Pain Balm. We went to
From
Santa Fe to Dallas and return meets every Thursday evening In
the store that night and got a bottle of
it and bathed her ankle two or three open rate to everybody, $31, on aale Odd Fellows' Hall on Sa Francisco
times and she went to sleep and had July 9 to 12th inclusive. Final return street. Visiting brothers are Invited
and welcome.
a good night's rest. The next morning limit August 8,
RATES
TO
ST.
PAUL.
LEO HERSCH,
In
a short
she "as much better and
N. G.
time could walk around and had no Ancient Arabic Order Nobles of Mystic Shrine Meet in St. Paul,
R. L. BACA,
trouble with her ankle E. M. Brum-mitt- ,
V. G.
July 13, 1908.
Hampton, Tenn. sr and 60 cent
From Santa Fe to St. Paul and reDAVID L. MILLER,
sizes for sale by a!l druggists.
No3(
Auto
No. 2
turn $52.95. On sale daily June 1st
Mile
Monday
Car
Auto
No. 81
Secretary.
No.
M outlay
STATIONS
Wednesday.
Car
Dally
to September 30th, Ilnal return limit
Dally
from
ACCIDENTALLY
TOURIST
Ba. Sua.
Wed.
ffriday
Dally
Dully
B. P. O. E.
Kp.tou
SHOOTS HIMSELF IN LEG October 31st. 1908.
friday. Ex. Sun.
12 15 p. m,
S5p. m.
DenNational
Democratic
N. U.
Convention,
RATON,
05
0
m
Leavei
4
00 p. m
11 57 a. m
7 00 a. m
p.
. .CLIFTON HOUSE
4.1
7
4 28 p. ill,
T ib a.m
11 40 a. m
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.
p. m
ver, Colorado, July 7th, 1908.
Las Vegas, N. M., Juno 21.F. V.
8 PRMSTON
18
20 p. m
4 43 p. m
00
m
a.
to a. m
il
On
sale
JUNCTION
return.
to
Denver
and
holds
Its regular session on the sec$15.80
ikOKHLEK,
10
5 00
at
a tourist, who has been
11 10 a. u
8 20 a. m
p. m, Linthlcum,
p. ID
KOKHLKB
05 p. m,
5 10 p. in
a
1 10 25 a. m,
3, 4, 5 and 6th. Final return limit ond and fourth Wednesdays of each
July
Povenlr
at
several
for
El
Vr..:r
06 p. m. morning
5 50
m
VKRMKJO
j Ar! iu u a. m
9 10 a. m.
33
1908.
month. Visiting brothers are Invited
45 p. m.
5 6.) p. m
Lv...f
9 58 a. m
weeks, was the victim of an unfortun- July 13th,
g 10 a. m
CBRBOSOSO
15 p. u
41
HA
15
Educa- and welcome.
m
6
National
n
Convention
A. m.
Annual
p.
which
85
9
ate
a
few
accident
m
a
I
days ago,
40 p. B
Ar
6 80 p. m
5 55 p. m
i:::::Ar'.
cimaeron
10 20 a, m
47
tional Association, Cleveland,
T. P. GABLE,
40 p. in
I.v
7 00 a. m,
fl5 10p m
may cause him to lose his right leg
PAKE
JUTB
Ar
80
46
a. m,
3, 1908.
Exalted Ruler.
Ohio, June y
U 20 p. m. H7
While shooting at a stump from a
J. D. SENA,
No. 20
horse, the animal suddenly lunged to From Santa Fe to Cleveland and
Mllei
to
25th
No. 21
On
sale
June
$62.00.
Tueeday
return,
Secretary.
one side and the bullet from a
STATIONS
from
Thunday
Tuesday
Colts entered his thigh, causing a 30th inclusive, final return limit July
Dei
Saturday
Thnraduy
Moinea
Saturday
dangerous as well as very painful in- 7th, except that an extension of limit
1000 a. m.
Arrive
N. M
Notice for Publication.
LimMOTORS,
DBS
0
Leave.
m.
926
a.
00
H
a. m.
jury. He was1 brought to this city for may be obtained by deposit of $1.
CAPULIN
11
845 a. m.
11 40 a. ra.
(Homestead
will
to
extended
Application No. 6293.)
be
it
August 31st,
medical treatment and is now a paVIGIL
12 25 p. m.
880 a. m.
of
THOMPSON
the Interior, U. S.
1908.
Department
comShould
m.
80S
local
a
a.
12 40 p. ra.
tient at
hospital.
. .CUNNINGHAM
si
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
I f p. m.
O. H. DONART,
730a. m
Leave
JUNCTION
In
It
set
be
HOUSB
CLIFTON
necessary
.
might
plications
42
7 20 a. m.
Arrive
1 60
Arrive
p. m
JUNCTION
May 27th, 1908.
Agent.
Leave. ) .
42
a 00 p. m
700 a. m.
to amputate the injured limb.
Leavei
.. ...".RATON, N. M
49
Arrive...
Notice is hereby given that Rafael
2 20 p. ra
DeWltt's Witch Hazel Salve. It Is Horrera y Ortega, of Hobart, N. M
Kodol Is the best known preparat'on
lo'".1 b"1'
Connects with EI I'aso 4 Southwestern Ry. trait. 124
at
B.
Dawion.
126,
especially
good for piles. Be sure to who, on April 11th, 1901, made HomeIs
truin
for
leaving
A
to
offered
the
Bl
that
i Cunueeta with Paso Southwetteru Ky.
people today
tralni at I'reiton, M.
Sold by The Ireland stead Application No. 6293, for the
DeWltt's.
or Indigestion or any stom- get
s w dyspepsia
NE
SE
:
a
e.
SE 4 NE
Sec. 34
p
Pharmacy.
foods.
It
ach trouble. Kodol digests all
pwrtfti. witk
2
W
NW
Section 35, Townand
is pleasant to take. It Is sold here by
21 N, Range 2 E, N. M. P. meriPo.,,1
"is
The Ireland Pharmacy.
or ,0,,..,, ,Hto0 I. N. M,
RESTORATION TO ENTRY OF LANDS ship
has filed notice of intention to
dian,
IN
NATIONAL
U
KORRST.
Notice
horeby
Uto Park, N. M., Is depot for following stations In N. M.:
'iiiei
the
lands
deHcrlbed below, em- make final five year proof, to estabthat
given
Taos,
River
Red
do
Talpa,
City,
Taos,
SAVAGE DOG ATTACKS
,wn, Lobo, Questa, Ranches
bracing 328.5 aprea, within the Jemez NaGORMAN
claim to the land above described
J"
JVEGAS MARSHAL tional Forest, New Moxlco, will be subject lish
LAS
m.
"EDM.A?'
PaHsenger
to settioment anu entry under the provi- before the register or receiver at '
Kp,M
Mgr.
sions of the homestead laws of tho United
RATON, N.
aupunnveuueui
RATON. N. M.
rvi
' States and the act of June 11, 1906(34
A
111 v
Stat., Santa Fe, N. M., on the 24th day of
wa"iij
Las Vegas, N. M., June 24. Town 233),
Iti
at the United States landoltlceat Santa
1908.
Marshal Estevan Gutierrez mot with Fe. New Mexico on August 8, 1908. Any set- July,
Claimant
names as witnesses:
was
who
In
tler
and
faith
good
a painful accident yesterday morning. claiming any ofactually
said lands for agricultural
Librado Sanchez and Jesus Maria
He was out shooting dogs to rid the purposes prior to January 1. 1900, and has
abandoned same, has a preference right Sanchez of Senorito, N. M.; Librado
town of some ownerless and worthless not
to make a homestead entry for the lands
of Hobart, N. M., and Frandiscanines when he came across a
actually occupied. Said lands were listed- Herrera,
cisco
the
of
menthe
upon
Montoya
person
applications
y Martinez of Senorito,
reputable specimen squattled on a tloned below,
who have a preference right N. M.
short flight of stairs. He failed to use subject to the prior right of any such setMANUEL R. OTERO,
provided such settlor or applicant Is
the proper diplomacy in persuading tlor,
aualilled to make homestead entry and the
Register.
Is exercised prior to
the animal to get out in the clear preference right
8, 1908, on whloh date the lands will
On account of Independence Day,
August
shot
at
could
him.
The be subject to settlement and entry by any
.where he
get a
Notice for Publication.
July 4th, the Santa Fe will sell tic- dog seized him by the right hand and quaunea
person, i no tanas are as loliows:
WV4 Of SWW of SEW of NKW. the RKU
the
(Homestead
Application No. 6445.)
between
round
two
kets for one fare
trip
fingers. of SWVofNEM,theWM ofWVfc of NEVi of
badly lacerated the first
'
KV4 of NWW of SEW, Sec 12, Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
of
EH
SKHthe
IN.
had
of
until
time
that
The
one
A.
the
dog
11:10
space
At
points in New Mexico, where
'
Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
(T.22N.. R.2E..N. Mex. Mer., listed upon
oi Anionio u. L,ujan, uoyote,
one fare is $7.50 and less. Selling joined his fellow creature in the application
May 27th, 1908.
New
1903,
Mexico,
settlement
alleging
cannot
estimated.
M.
be
great beyond
B? Sn El
Notice Is hereby given that Jesus
approximately, Sec. 119, T. 23 N
dates July 3 and 4. Final return limit
R.2E., and VtSec. 34, T.23 N..R.
E., Beginning at the corner stone between NE and Maria Sanchez of Espanola, New MexJuly 6, 1908.
Sore Nipples.
SE corners of Sec. 24. T. 23 N., R. 1 E., ac- ico, who, on July 5th, 1901, mado
to unaccented survey made in 1MB.
Any mother who has had experience cording
by John H. Walker. Thonee W. 13.67 chs. to Homestead Application No. 6445, for
with
be
this
will
ailment
distressing
stone monument marked L. M. N. w.i the SW
SW
Section 26, Town(Homestead Application No. 7519.)
S. 10 WE 17 chs. to stone monument
pleased to know that a cure may be thence
21 N, Range 2 E, N. M. P. MeriPublication.
Notice
For
L.
M.
S.
W.
ship
30
S.66OE.
marked
thence
chs.
via
The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasant joujney
effected by applying Chamberlain's to stone monument marked L. M. N. E;
dian, has filed notice of intention to
Department of the Interior,
Salve as soon as the child is done mence ihsjhw.sl ii ens, 10 stone .monu- make final we
&
Golden
State
W.
M.
The
S.
the S. P.O. and E. P.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.
L. M. N. E. thence W
ment
marked
year proof, to estabYt cor.
stone, the place of lish claim to the land above described
June 15, 1908. nursing. Wipe It off with a soft cloth 4 38 chs. to About
Mid-winte- r
so
Service
1
Limited has nuw resumed
mile from Town of
beginning,
Notice is hereby given that Santi- before allowing the babe to nurse. uapuun, jnow Mexico, 47 acres, applica- before the register or receiver at
nurses
use
trained
this
salve
Lorenzo
Many
of
tion
Martinez
on
time
Oallina, New Santa Fe, N. M., on the 24th day of
N.
the
first
train
of
M., who,
lake advantage this splendid
ago Gurule, of Glorleta,
Mexico, alleging settlement 1904. The WV4
with best results. For sale by all of
Homestead
made
ApTAWVt
NW44
8WW.
WW of SEW July, 1908.
of
of
1903,
the
May 21st,
,
ofNWV of NWM, the 8 WW of NWW of
yon have omission to go El Paso.
Claimant names as witnesses:
plication No. 7519, for lot 3, SB 4 druggists.
SWW.the WHof EMiof SWW of SWW, the
section 6,
NB 4 SW
Polidoro Olivas, of Cuba, N. M.;
NW
EH of NWW of SWW, See. 25, the NW of
V. R- - STILES,
The New Mexican cas so printing NEW of NEW of SEW, the SEW of NEW of Librado Sanchez, of Espanola,
15 N. range 11 E., N. M. P.
township
N.M.;
NEW of SEW, the EW of SEW of NEW, Sec.
General Passenger Agent.
to that done in any of the large 26,
T. 23 N., R. 1 E.. application of Slsllia Espirldion Olivas, of Coyote, N. M.;
meridian, has filed notice of Intention equal Our
61 Gallina, New Mexico, Sec. 5, T. 26
solicitor:
Every piece of jnMolla,
El Paso, Texas,
,
Francisco Montoya, of Espanola, N.
to make final five-yea-r
proof, to es- cities.
, k 3 k. i Beginning at tno w w cor. of the
we
once
work
our
out
turn
stock
deabove
Try
land
to
the
Canada de Ohama Grant ran N. 80 W , 34.50 M,
claim
tablish
3
and you will certainly come again. We chains to the SWoor of application No 88,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
scribed, before register or receiver, at
thonee N. 6O30, W. 35.50 chains to the
NW cor. of No. 88. thence N. 890 E.
Santa Pe, N. M., on the btn aay oi have all the facilities for turning out 2.78
Register.
chains to the NW cor. of house,
every class of wor,k, Including one of thence
August, 1908.
190 W. 8 00 chains to Cor.
N.
No. UthonceN. 23o. W., 14.54 chains to cor.
Claimant names as witnesses: An- the best binderies In the West.
The New Mexican Printing company
No. 2; thence N. IOOE.,27 80 chains toco.
Fran
Tlbursio
Garcia.
Montoya,
dres
No. 3; thence N. 820 W. 12.80 chains to cor. has ready and for sale
and
DeWltt's
.
Bladder
Pills
Kidney and
No. 4: thence S. 47O30' W. 12 60 chains to cor. correct
cisco Montoya and Jose de la Suz
of
the
territorial
compilations
No.
6:
29.
20
60
8.
thenco
chains to cor.
W.,
are prompt and thorough and will In
Moya, all of Glorleta, N. M.
No. 6; thence S. 79.30' E. 24 10 chains to cor. Incorporaton laws, price 75 cents; ot
a very short time strengthen
the No. 1, place of beginning, 740 acres,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
application of
Porter, El Vado, New Mexico. the territorial road laws, price 60
Register. weakened kidneys. Sold by The Ire- The S4James
of NEW, the NEW of NEW, Sec. 22, T. cents; and of the territorial mining
land Pharmacy.
28 N., R. 8 E., application of Jesus M. SanFALSTAFF BOTTLED BEER.
chez, Tunas, New Mexico, alleging settle- laws, price 10 cents per copy. These
ANY QUANTITY FROM A PINT UP
ment 1898. FRED DENNETT, Commis- can be purchased by applying In per(Homestead Entry No. 9744.)
The New Mexican can do printing sioner Of the General Land
Offloft. A nnrnvnd
Publication.
Notice For
26,1908. FRANK PIERCE, First Assist- son or by mall at the office of the
equal to that done In any of the large May
ant
of
the Interior.
Secretary
Department of the Interior,
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. work we turn out. Try our stock once
:
:
NIW
SANTA
May 27th, 1908. and you will certainly come again. We
SlUfc
Notice is hereby Riven that Ignaclo have all the facilities for turning out
rrujillo, of Coyote, New Mexico, who, every class of work, including one of
on August 6th, 1906, made Homestead the best binderies In the West.
Nl-- 4
Application No. 9744, for Sl-SE1-4
section
N
6,
township
and
DeWltt's Little Early Risers, the
TO
22 N, Range 3 E., N. M. P. Meridian, famous little liver pills, are sold by
The
of Colorado, Utah and Nevada; to Denver
Mining
Camp
has filed notice of intention to make The Ireland Pharmacy.
Colorado Springs and Pueblo is Via the
r
final
proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
The New Mexican Printing company
Francisco Luna, Probate Clerk, at is prepared to furnish cards de vlste
Tlerra Amarllla, N. M., on the 16th for ladies and for gentlemen on short
notice in first class style at reason
Through the fertile San Luis valley, Also to the San
day of July, 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses: Jose able prices,: either engraved or printJuan country of Colorado.
,
Nestor
For information as to rates, train service, descriptive
Martinez, ed. Call In the New Mexican Printing
Ignaclo Lobato,
Juan Manuel Velaaquez and Bernardo company.
literature, etc., call on or address
. K. HOOPER, B. P. 4 T. A. i
P. H. VUIRIDE, Aunt
Serrano, all of Coyote, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
If you want anything on earth try
Denver, felt.
Carta Fe, N, M.
Register. a New Mexican want "ad."
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OTTO RETSCH,

Proprietor

Fine Wines, Liquors

WEST

k

FE

Uh PLnLn

CORRICK CARRIAGE

Ha.ek'

ius

Cigars

2

CO.

Line

120 San Francisco St.

Call up 132 Black for Carriages.

2

DIRECT ROUTE

five-yea-

Denver

fit Rio

Grande Railway

djunta
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Euhi

City, Gtlveeton
itfelea, SI Faao

70-fo- ot

wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
shade treea; public achool houM, coating $16,000; churchBelea

the

Patent

Boiler Mill, capacity 110 barrels daily; large winery; three
hotels, Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people;

Mexico.

Its importance at a great commercial railroad eit;

WM. M.

EVEI

pAQE

EXPBES8,

MAIL

AND

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE 9ANTA FE WILL QO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH

TO

BELEN,

EAST ANT; WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The loU offered are in the center of the city, will graded
(many of them improved by cultivation) ; no land or gravel.

.We

seed a

btktry, tailor shop, shoe

rii-d!- !t

plumbing hop, planing mill, eoal
drug store, harnesi shop ete. etc. ; also a

aid

house.jew-eler-

wood

,

yard,

aodert

Irit-ela- M

koUL

Ou

priees of lot

trs

low

ml

Wrms

oi eaiv paymaats ; ;

d
title perfect; warranty derdi.
parekase saoaey,
cash.
mj remain oa aote, with mortgage at seOae-tkir-

Twthirt

curity, for one year, with I per cent isterest thereow.
Apply at oace for idij md pricte ii yoa wiik' to
tke choicest lota.

JOHN BECKER, President

ia the near future eanmot be estimated.

LIMITED

ALL FAST

BELEI TOWPITE

lereral restaurants, etc. Belen is the largest shipping point
for wood, lour, wheat, wine, bhans and hay in Central New

r- -

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico,
Cut-of- f
of Santa Fe R'y
oy Located on Rclcn

Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

1,000 bnaiiMM and reaideace lota, alao 11x141 feet laid
out with broad 10 and
itreeta, with alleya 80 feet

es; large mercantile establishment;

S

The

Belea is 91 milei louth of Albuquerque, N. M., at the
junction of the Main line of the Suit Fe System lading East tod West from Chicago,
and pointi Ewt to San Francuco, Lot
and Old Mexico,

m

LEM. m

-

BEIGES, Secretary.

.

The Belea Town and Improvement Company

At

Pains at the waist, back, fronf, or side, are nearly sure proof of female trouble.
Some other signs are headache, pressing down pains, irregular functions, restlessness, cold limbs, nervousness, etc. These pains may be allayed, the system braced
and the womanly functions regulated by the use of

Wells Fargo & Company
Express

Wme of Cardial

TO

Hi

Waist

Mrs. Annie Hamilton, of Stetsonvllle, Wis., writes: "Cardui saved me
from the grave after three (3 ) doctors had failed to help me. It is a good medicine
and I recommend it to all suffering women." For sale at all druggists, in $i bottles.
IaIDITC IIC A II CTTCD vice, describe101your symptoms, wlwtto
Pf lltutrited Beok for Women. If you need Mtdkal Ad- lUtlnc af. an J rrply will be sent In plain sealed envelope. Address:
II Klin U.l 11
irtf Ladles Advisory Dept. The ChatUnoora
Medicine Co., Chattanooga. Tenn.
J.17
--

ri

Ruby and Taylor, who some time
ago leased the Lincoln, have recently
been taking out some 'very fine ore
from open cuts at several points, two
or
three cars of which has been' sent
The Mining World in a recent isto the smelter with, good results.
sue has the following notes on the More ore is now
being piled on the
Orogrande camp in Otero county:
dump awaiting the blowing of the
"The past month in this camp has smelter again.
been unusually quiet.
The closing
"Numerous
other properties are
down of the smelter and mines of the now being worked in a small way, but
Southwest 'Smelting and Refining com- it is not expected that much activity
pany, the largest operating company will be shown until the smelter Is eithin the distant, a few weeks ago, let er blown in, or some definite
anabout two hundred men out of work nouncement Is made regarding it.
The president of the company, George Here, as elsewhere ,the average indeJ. Greene, and the general manager, pendent operator is limited in capital
J. J. Murray, have gone to New York and must depend In a measure upon
City to close up the detail's of a busi- some returns from ore with which to
ness deal whereby sufficient funds are continue development."
to be raised to put the company on a
sound financial footing. It is thought
this matter can be closed up and the
BASE BALL SCORES.
work started' inside of 30 days at
least The present shut down is the
STANDING OF THE TEAMS.

MINES AND MINING.

only one that occurred through the
financial panic and was then held off
until other camps were
"A number of independent companies and Individuals1 are still at work
despite the low prices of copper and
About the
the smelter shut down.
most active at the present time is the

Pittsburg
Cincinnati
New York

........

32
35
31
30
24
20
23
22

2

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

WAMTS

J. D. BARNES. Agent

1

Batteries
Flaherty and Graham;
FOR RENT Four room
modern
,Crandall,
Taylor, Mathewson and
Bresnahan.
house. O. C. Watson & Co.
R.H.E.
At Brooklyn
3 10 1
FOR SALE OR LEASE The Ortiz
Philadelphia
2 9 1
Brooklyn
cottage, No. 115 Cerrlllos Street
Batteries Moren, Sparks and Doo-in- ;
FOR SALE Cash or Installment, or
Molntyre, Bell and Bergen.
for rent, good typewriter J. B. Sloan.
American League.
R. H. E.
At Detroit
FOR SALE A ruling machine in
6 11 0
Detroit
good condition; will be sold cheap. Ap1 3 4
Chicago
ply to the New Mexl an Printing
Donovan and Schmidt; Company.
Batteries
Walsh, Manuel, Sullivan and Shaw.
R. H. E.
At Cleveland
FOR SALE A second-hansteam
3 9 0
Cleveland
boiler in good condition. It will be
5 8 3
St. Louis
disposed of at very low price. Apply
;
Batteries
Jess, Berger and
Com
to the New Mexlcpji Printing
Dineen, Powell and Stephens.
pany.
R. H. E.
At Boston
3 10 1
Boston
d

Be-mis-

U.S.

MAIL AND PASSENGER ROUTE.
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906. 'Passengers over 30 hours between
Agents for the Buick, Pope Toledo, these points over any other route.
and Kissel Automobiles.
Full equipment of modern Cars la
Shortest route between Roswell and service securing comfort to passen
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and Santa gers. Courteous and expert ChaufFe and all points in the Estancia Val- feurs in charge of every Car. Seats
ley and western New Mexico.
reserved on Auto by applying to
Automobiles leave Roswell daily at Agent of El Paso & Southwestern Ky.,
1:00 P. M. connecting with trains for or to Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, New
El Paso and all points on Rock Island Mexico.
.

Railway
Any
Baggage allowance 50 lbs.
Leave Torrance at 6:00 A. M. arriv- amount of Baggage can bo carrlei'
ing at Roswell at 11:00 A. M. Saving by notifying Company at Roswell.

J. W. STOCKARD, Manager.

.

7

2

1

TIME TABLE ALL LINES.

.604
.593
.554
.545
9 10 1
.402 Philadelphia
SANTA FE CENTRAL.
Newton
.448
Batteries
Chesbro, Orth,
No 1. Southbound leaves Santa F
.404 and Kleinow; Vlckers, Dygert, Bendei
12:60 p. m.
.393 and Smith.
No. 2.Northbound arrives Santa eF
6:25
p. m.
Western

24

25
25
28

32

............

.............
......

...................

k

League.

R. H. E.
2 6 0

At Dos Moines
Des Moines
Omaha

DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
Eastbound leaves Santa
1
Fe 10:45 a. m.
and
Batteries
Radol; No. 425 Westbound arrives Santa
Witherup
Ragan and Gondlng.
At Lincoln
R.H.E. Fe 4:15 p. m.
; ..
11 13 4
Lincoln"
SANTA GE
8 10 5 ATCHISON, TOPEKA
Denver
Lamy Branch.
Batteries
Jones and ZInran ; Hall
Arrive at Santa Fe Station.
Adams and McDonough.
;
11:10 a, m.
At Sioux City, first game R. H. E. No. 721
6:50 p. m.
No.
723
5 9 5
Sioux City
10:55 p. m.
4 No. 725
4 10
Pueblo
Depart From Santa Fe Station.
Batteries Freeman and Shoe; Gal
8:25 a. m.
720
No.
gano and Smith.
4:20 p. m.
No. 722
R.
H.
K
game
Secong
:..
7:40 p. m
No.
724
2
Sioux City
.. ....20 18
No. 720 connects with Nos. 10 and
13 0
...11
Pueblo......,.....
Batteries
Crutcher and Shea; 2, east and No. 3, limited, west, at
Lamy.
Nichols and Mitz.
No. 722 connects with No. 1, west
at Lamy.
American Association.
No. 7 carries El Paso sleeper.
At Kansas City
Kansas
No. 724 connects with Nos. 7 and 9.
wet
game
postponed;
and Nos. 4 and 8 east- westbound,
grounds.
'
bound.
At Minneapolis
First game,
Main Line Via Lamy.
1; Louisville 2. Second
No. 7 will stop at all stations. Lamy
0.
Louisville
game, Minneapolis 2;
to Albuquerque to discharge passen
At St. Paul
St Paul 5; Toledo 4.
At Milwaukee Milwaukee 10; Co- gers from Santa Fe.
No. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. m.,
lumbus 2.
.
end will not wait for No. 2 from the
west at
only for No. 10
Headquarters tor wedding cards and from theLamy, waiting
No. 3 from tho
and
south,
announcements, at the New Mexican east.
Printing company, Santa Fe.
4

1

No. 426

Rubbev Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE
ARE U8ING RUBBER
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS

i

..........

Mln-neapol-

PRICE-LIS- T
Inches ong
Stamp, not over 2
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
Inches long
Stamp, over 2 2 and not over 3
Each additional line on stamp, 15c
Or.e-lin- e
Stampi over 3 2 and not over 5 inches long
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 5 Inches long, per Inch
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
One-lin- e

15c

2

20c.
25c.

ft AID

m

Cures Coughs Colds, Croup, La Grippe, Asthma, Throat
and Lung Troubles. Prevents Pneumonia and Consumption
THt IRELAND PHARMACY.

CONTAINS NO

HARMFUL
DRUGS
The QenuiM la la

ite

yellow packa

When you need to take something
take It promptly for the stomach, but
take something yon know is reliable
something like Kodol for Dyspepsia
and Indigestion. Kodol is pleasant to
take, it la reliable and is guaranteed
to give relief, It Is Bold by The Ireland
Pharmacy.
Subscribe

Larger sires at proportionate prices.
lf

lf

DATES, ETC.
50c

Local Dater

any town and date for
Ledger Dater month, day and year
Regular line Dater

.60

in

35

Definance Model Band Dater
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
Pearl Check Protector
STAMP PAD8.
Fac-Sml-

10 cents; 2x3 14, 15 cents; 2
50 cents; 4
35 cents; 3 14x6

FOR TYPE SPECIMEN8

flEtt

mik)l

2,

for he Dally
and get the ivrn.

New

25

cents; 2
75 cente.

ADDRE88

PRIJIT1JIG CO.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
I

35e.

Where type used is over one-haInch Inch in sizb, we charge for one
'
line for each one-haInch or fraction.

SELF-INKIN-

f77AY?T

n,J

H.E.

9 13
7 7

Savt Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS,

and Crlger;
Batteries
Entering and Leaving Santa Fe ComJohnson, Gates, Warner and Street.
R.H.E.
piled According to Schedule
At Philadelphia
of Trains Now in Effect.
6 12 3
New York

t;

J

Secong Game
Boston
i
New York

Parts of the World.

Payable Throughout the United States, Canada. Mexico
and ail Foreign Countries

Bres-naha-

R.

All

Cicotte

21

Copper Hill Mines company.
34
company Is composed of St. Joseph, St. Louis
34
Missouri, men with Dr. Jacob Griger, Brooklyn
R.
M.
Ladwig,
president;
American League.
H. M. Dirks, secretary-treasure- r
and general manager. The active work
Won. Lost. P. C.
Clubs
is under the supervision of George Chicago
.604
23
35
34
.586
24
Stagner, superintendent of the mines, St. Louis
and John Christ, as local agent. This Cleveland
.561
25
32
.561
32
25
company now has its main shaft down Detroit
140 feet. This shaft was sunk between
30
.464
26
Philadelphia
two large veins to which drifts are be- Boston
34
.464
26
.
34
.433
26
ing run each way. One of them has Boston
32
.428
24
already been cut, showing excellent New York
values in copper with fair essays in Washington
... 20 36 .392
gold and silver. The company has1 put
in a good horse whim with derrick
Western League.
timbered its double compartment shaft
Won. Lost. P. C.
Clubs.
in first-clas- s
35
25
.583
shape, cleared a place Omaha
for the building of its main camp Lincoln
34
25
.576
house and office building, erected its Sioux City
34
.542
28
32
29
.525
shop and made other important im- Denver
: 24
37
.393
provements and is preparing to .install Des Moines
air drills at an early date.
.377
38
23
Pueblo
Culver and Towns are pushing work
National League.
in the Alice. .They are now running a
R. H. E.
drift from the 350 level to a large At Pittsburg, first game
3 11 0
cross dike where they expect to cut a Pittsburg
0 5 2
are
Tlch
Cincinnati
ore
and
body.
They
large
Leever and Gibson;
Batteries
also opening up the Jem, which Is located near the well known Lncky pro- Campbell and McLean.
R. H. E.
perty of the Southwest company. The Second Game
3 8 2
Jem has been opened to a sufficient Pittsburg
7 12 0
depth to disclose a vein of about 15 Cincinnati
feet of oTe, said to show assays as Batteries Leifleld, Phlllppi, Young
high as $28 in copper, gold and sil- and Phelps; Spade and Scheli.
R. H. E.
ver. The
preliminary timbering is At New York, first game
3 9 1
now being done, a good wagon road Boston
6 8 1
to the property being built and other New York
and
Batteries
Young
made.
Dorner,
improvements

I I

McGinnity, Mathewson,

and Needham.

National League.
Won. Lost. P. C. Washington

Clubs.
Chicago

Philadelphia
This Boston ..1

wmm

Smith;

General Express Forwarders

1.60
1.50

PAGE
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CLEVELAND
A

From Page Four.)

(Continued

im fT.S!

SELF-MAD-

E

MAN

Continued From Page One.

Deputy Internal Revenue

Collector New York and later at Clinton.
In
Al1851 he entered
the
preparatory
No. 250 San Francisco Street
school of Hamilton College at Clinton
the and creditably finished that course.
Tele4.
No.
Market.
Meat
Grocery Telephone
Jemez National Forest, reached the Leaving school because of financial
city today to confer with Supervisor trouble he worked as a clerk In a
Ross McMillan.
phone No. 49.
country store near Fayetteville for a
Jerry Farrls, chief enigneer of the hundred dollars a year and his board.
U. S. Indian School, accompanied by He was forced to give up all Idea of
a pupil at the school, left this morn securing a college education when his
San Juan Pueblo near father died and went to the New
ing for the
JChamlta to attend the rnnual feast of York Asylum for the blind as a
st. jonn s day.
clerk.
J. W. Akers left yesterday for Sul- ' Tiring of this1 he went to Buffalo
phur Springs for a week's vacation. where after a short struggle he enterHe will try the mineral water of the ed a law office. After years of toil and
springs in an effort to build up his
the ambition of the sturdy
constitution as he has not been feel- hardworking man began to become
more than a mi'th and in 1863 he was
ing very well lately.
Miss F. D. Bland of Keokuk, Iowa, appointed assistant district attorney
a sister of Mein Host William Vaughn of Erie county. In 1869 he was elected
of the Palace hotel, reached the city sheriff of his county, greatly to the
last evening and will be a guest at surprise of the Republicans. His electhe Vaughn residence on Federal tion was due to his popularity in both
Place for several weeks.
never was
parties as the
Hon. and Mrs. Solomon Luna of Las an intense partisan. In 1882 he was
Lunas were among the arrivals on this honored by the people of Buffalo by
noon's train. They came to attend the being chosen mayor by a handsome
marriage of their niece, MIsa Nina majority. The year following he was
Otero to Lieutenant Rawson Warren, sworn in as governor of the state hav
of the Fifth U. S. Cavalry, which will ing been elected by a majority of
take place tomorrow.
198,000.
Governor Cleveland was
nomin
ated by the Democrats In convention
at Chicago for president on July 9,
1884. After one of the most bitter camFrom
paigns in the history of the nation
(Continued
Page Five.)
he won over James G . Blaine, of
All trains are reported on time this Maine. Four years later, after a sue
- evening except the Denver and Rio cessful administration, he was defeated by Benjamin Harrison but in the
Grande, which is 20 minutes late.
next campaign, 1892, he was again
southat
wornout
threshold
the
The
west entrance to the postoffice has elected president. A disastrous panic
caused several persons to trip up and followed which made the
nearly fall sprawling on the sidewalk. unpopular but the genulnejmanllness
The condition of the door is consider- of the great American overcame his
ed to be dangerous to those who are unpopularity and at the time of his
death he was considered one of Amer
not aware of the defect.
ica's great citizens.
Of late years he has been before
WIND STORM VISITS
SANTA FE AND VICINITY the public but little choosing rather
the quiet of a country life, although
A wind storm visited Santa Fe and holding Important positions with life
vicinity last night doing considerable insurance companies.
damage to trees, telephone lines.crops
and shaking up houses. The greatest DIRTY SLANDER
AND
damage was done to the Santa Fe
The
Electric Telephone company.
ON TERRITORY
wind reached its highest velocity at
11 o'clock when the weather man's in- Fake Dispatch in Morning Sheet at
struments registered 34 miles an
Albuquerque Nailed as Bare-Face- d
hour.
Lie.
A tree In front of the Palace hotel
was broken and in falling It smashed
The yellow journalist is engaged in
ALL KINDS OF PICTURES FRAMING
into the telephone line on that street manufacturing scare head stories for
OODROW'S OFFICE BUILDING. DAY 'PHONE 35 putting all the phones out of commis a morning sheet at Albuquerque and
sion. Another tree immediately in in an effort to attract the attention of
Residence, Lincoln Avenue. Night and Sundays. Telephone No. 142.
front of the J. G. Schumann residence an unsuspecting public a story was
on Lincoln avenue, was blown partly hatched up out of an event that was
down, one of the large limbs breaking handled In the New Mexican last
off and falling on the front porch ef- week
concerning trouble between
fectually shutting off the view from stockmen and farmers near Elida,
the front door. The only damage done Roosevelt county. The article, as It
at the Schumann home was the break- appeared today in the morning sheet
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
at Albuquerque was under a Santa Fe
ing of telephone wires.
Screened Raton Lump
The
$4.50 per ton
temperature yesterday was date line. It stated that bloodshed was
,
"
lower than it has been for several imminent and that mounted
iWonero '
police5.25
the maximum being but 79 de- men would be hastened to the scene
days,
"
Cerrillos"
6.00
grees and the minimum was 50. The at once. The trouble was over the re
mean temperature for the day was G4 fusal of farmers to fence crops and
)
Anthracite Coal all sizes
Sawed Wood and Kindling-Smithindegrees, which is four degrees below the refusal of stockmen to keep stock
Coal
All Kinds of Steam Coal.
the normal. The relative humidity, out of the farmers' fields.
average for the day was 27 per cent.
Page B. Otero, in charge of the
was Mounted Police headquarters
last
lowest
The
night
temperature
during
Near A. T., & 3. F. Depot.
Phone No. 85, Office Garfield Avenue,
58 degrees and at 6 o'clock this morn- the absence of Captain Fred Fornoff,
ing it was 62 degrees.
stated today that no mounted police
would be sent to Elida and that no
bloodshed is expected. Trouble was
probable several days ago but the
DB. DJHZ
excitement has died out. As stated in
the New Mexican, Acting Governor
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
Nathan Jaffa received information of
65
Amalgamated
trouble but this was followed the next
202 Water Street
Santa Fe, N. M.
Atchison 80
pfd. 93.
day by a telegram from the sheriff of
New York Central 101
A modern
hospital, equipped for the
Roosevelt county stating that every.
119
Pennsylvania
was quiet and liable to be for
v thing
Southern Pacific 85
treatment of medical, surgical and
to come.
all
time
143
Union Pacific
statement that the citizens of
The
obstetrical cases. Rates, $9.00 per
101
Steel 36
pfd.
Elida would take the matter In their
MONEYS AND METALS.
week and up.
own hands and kill off the trouble
New York, June 24. Money on call makers is an insult to that part of the
J. M. DIAZ, Pres.
J. A. ROLLS, Sec.
Prime mercantile paper territory and considerable indignation
easy
331-2- .
over such an assertion is being ex
New York, June 24 Lead dull pressed In Santa Fe as it will be else
4.521-25Lake copper easy where.
LUMBER FOR
T. C. McConnell spent the day in
buquerque, on official business.
J. W. Dorman, a ranger on

GfOCES,

BUTClElS

BAIS,

self-deni- al

I

Fine, Large Texas

each 5c

Red, Ripe, Luscious Watermelons
lb. 2 I 2c

Minor City Topics.

Extracted Honey, Pint
each 25c.
Jars,

DUDROW & M0NTE1NIE
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
EMBALMERS

Black and White Hearse.

f

COAL AND WOOD

CAPITAL COAL YARD

MARKET REPORT.

lITii

5--

1--

3--

1--

1--

5--

11

BUILDING PURFOSES
can
and
any
yard
and

be had from us in any quantity
the best quality. It can be had In
size desired, but none leaves our
that is not ree from warplngs,
other imperfections. Our prices
please the mose economical builders
nd contractors. Let us have the favor
of a first order from you and we know
others will follow.

C W. Dudrow.

Wedding Hints
at the Racket

7

12

1--

1--

Silver
St. Louis, June

54

5--

24.

Spelter

un-

changed.

WOOL MARKET.
We have a nice line of novelties
St. Louis, June 24. Wool, steady,
very suitable for wedding or birthunchanged.
day presents. Solid Sterling and
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS
Plated Silver Ware. Fine hand paint24.
Wheat July
Chicago, June
ed china, Japanese china and silk
86
86;
Sept.
consistgoods, Mexican drawn work,
Corn July 68
Sept. 69
ing of very handsome patterns and de39
Oats
44;
Sept.
July
signs in dollies, table scarfs, In many
Pork
$14.85.
$14.60;
Sept.
July
waists
shirt
and
bed
sizes,
spreads,
Lard July $8.95; Sept. $9,121-2- .
suits worked on finest handkerchief
$8.121-215- ;
Ribs July
Sept.
linen. All at "Racket" prices.
1--

3--

$8.37

LIVESTOCK.
Chicago, June 24. Cattle
Market steady to 10 higher.

ownGo Prices On
Indian blankets, baskets, pottery, drawn
work, weapons, curios, moccasins, etc.

Opals Turquois Onjx Stents l(alf Price

POST CARDS

p'JJfchjMs11

:this week only:
STRAW HATS, DRAWN WORK
Going at Bankruptcy Prices.

J. S. CAISDELARIO

t

ORIGINAL CURIO STORE.

,

11,500.

Beeves
western
feeders

SMALL BOY LIVING IN
ANTICIPATION OF FOURTH
Local merchants are displaying fire
works for the Fourth of July trade
The small boy is having plenty of op
portunity to gloat over a good time
and many, noses have been flattened
out against plate glass during the
past few days in the eagerness of the
young Americans to size up the noise
makers.
Like all peace disturbers of past
Fourths, the goods this year are the
Cannon
same under new colors.
crackers, Roman candles, sky rockets,
Jack in the box, golden wnirls, tor
pedoes, diamond darts and the little
red and yellow crackers with the
Chinese figures make up most of the
stocks.
The prices run about the same
in years past. From the amount of

PURELY VEGETABLE

GREATEST OF ALLT0NICS
Very few persons are able to pass the Spring season with any
degree of physical comfort, without the aid of a tonic. Our systems
change witli the changing seasons, and more is required of the blood,
from which source our bodies receive their nourishment and strength,
at this particular season than at others.
During the cold Winter months we do not exercise as freely as in
warmer weather, the skin is not as active in removing the waste and
refuse matter, and the other avenues of drainage are dull and sluggish
Thus the impurities which should pass off are left in
in their work.
and
are absorbed into the blood.
the system,
When Spring comes and all nature takes on new life, we change
our mode of living, and greater demands are made on the blood for
nourishment and strength to enable us to meet the changed conditions.
But the Winter accumulations have polluted the blood and destroyed its
nutritive qualities to such an extent that it is not able to supply the
increased needs of the system, and
we suffer in consequence.
Last Spring1 my blood wu
"Our physical machinery seems
oat of order and my system
to get "out of gear," and suffers
was completely run down. I
needed a tonio badly. I triad
from debility, weakness, nervousother raodtcines which did me
etc.
of
loss
Sleep
appetite,
ness,
little or no good, and then I
is not refreshing, there is a
courjaenoed S. S. S. I bad not
used it long before I felt better,
worn-oi- lt
feeling, and we do
and after taking it a abort
not Feel equal to performing the
while my blood was thoroughordinary duties of daily life.
ly cleansed and my general
health restored. S. S. S. gave
When the system is in this disme a fine oomplexion, in
ordered condition it must have
creased my weight and
assistance; it must be aided with a
strength, and acted as a very
a
medicine
it
refreshing, invigorating tonio
should
be
and
tonic,
to my entire system. As a tonio
which has the additional qualities
S. S. S. can not be equaled.
blood purifier, for to
of a
That is my opinion of it, and if
I could, I would induoe every
restore health the blood must be
one to use it in the Spring.
cleansed of all impurities.
FRANK APPLECJATE,
S. S. S. is the best Spring
Box 804 Wellsville, Ohio.
tonic, and it is recognized as the
It is
nklest and best blood nurifier.
made entirely of roots and herbs of the forests and fields, and as it does
not contain the slightest trace of mineral in any form, is especially
adapted for a systemic remedy, and has the additional value of being
the healthy
absolutely safe for young or old. S. S. S.
feelworn-oof
that
circulation of the blood, rids the body
of
a
about
return
ing, improves the appetite and digestion, and brings
and
weakened
been
health and strength to those whose systems have
S. S. S. acts more promptly and satisfactorily than any
depleted.
other medicine, and those who are beginning to feel the need of a tonic
to fortify themselves against the unpleasant conditions which come with
Spring, should commence its use at once. Net only will it tone up
the system, but it will remove any humor from the blood, and prevent
an outbreak of Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Poison Oak, Poison Ivy, or
other skin, disease or eruption, which is so common at this season.
S. S. S. h for sale at all drug stores.
con--sta-

first-cla-

ss

ut

run-dow- n,

THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA,
EXCITING RUNAWAY
EARLY THIS MORNING.

GA.

$50,000.00

A grey horse belonging to Leo
Hersch, wholesale flour and feed deal--1
er,- ran away this morning causing
considerable excitement but slight
damage. The horse was hitched to a
light delivery wagon. A limb of a
hrge tree in front of the Hersch'
residence on Washington avenue, was
broken by the wind last night and the
horse and wagon were being used to
cart it away. The unusual sight of
the limb being placed on the wagon
frightened the horse and he dashed
the Federal
away running around
building thence south on Lincoln to
the Claire hotel where he turned
west running to Sandoval
street,
thence south to Water street and east
to the jail where the wagon hooked
into a telephone pole and the horse
quit. The only damage that resulted
afwas to the harness. The
unusual
excitement.
forded some
Luckily It happened early this morning before many teams or pedestrians
were on the streets. Had It have
been otherwise it is likely a serious
accident would have resulted on lower San Francisco street as the horse
turned down this narrow passage on
the run.

OF

4 Per Cent Bonds

Sealed proposals will be received by
the undersigned Treasurer of the Territory of New Mexico, at Santa Fe.
New Mexico, until July 25th, 1908, at
10 o'clock A. M., for the following described bonds of the Territory of New
Mexico. Delivery to be made at New
York, Chicago, St. Louis1 or Denver.
$50,000. Capitol Improvement bonds
of the Territory of New Mexico, $25,- 000 of which are to be dated Juno 1st,
1907 and $25,000 to be dated December 1st, 1907, due in thirty years from
their date and optional on and after
twenty years from date of issue; pay
able In New York hearing Interest at
the rate of four per cent per annum,
in New York.
payable
No bids for less than par and accrued
Interest from date of last matured
coupon will be entertained; the right,
being reserved to reject an yor all
bids. The Acts of the Territorial Legthe
islative Assembly authorizing
BAND TO SERENADE
above described issue of bonds were
ANDREWS AND BURSUM, approved by Act of Congress entitled,
"An act to validate certain acts of the
Assembly
Delegate W. H. Andrews and Chair- Thirty-seventLegislative
man H. O. Bursum, of the Republican of the Territory of New Mexico," ap
central committee, arrived in the city proved April 1st, 1908.
this morning and registered at the
J.H.VAUGHN,
Claire. They will be serenaded by the
Treasurer of New Mexico.
Perez band this evening at 5 o'clock.
STOCKHOLDERS MEETING.
Delegate Andrews and Chairman Bur-suwere in consultation ' with Gov- Santa Fe, New Mexico, June 17, 1908.
ernor George Curry and other terriThe regular annual meeting ot the
Dele- stockholders
torial officials this afternoon.
of the New Mexican
gate Andrews stated that he was very Printing company will be held at the
glad to get back to New Mexico out office of the company in the city of
of the sweltering heat In the East.' He Santa Fe at four o'clock on Monday,
probably will leave tomorrow for
July 13, 1908. All stockholders will
please take due notice and govern
themselves accordingly.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
GEORGIA DELEGATE WILL
NOT VOTE FOR BRYAN
Secretary and Treasurer.
run-awa-

y

semi-annuall- y

h

m

$4.808.25; Texans $46.55;
stockers and
$4.75(5)6.90 :
$2.605.50; cows and heifers $2.40
6.25; calves $4.756.50.
Receipts 16,000. Market
Sheep
Western
$35.40; yearlings goods on display It is very probable
steady.
$4.905.60; lambs $46.20; western
(that Santa Fe will have a firecracker
$46.40.
famine before the evening of July 4
Kansas City, June 24. Cattle, 3,000. &3 none of the merchants have
large Atlanta, G., June 24. At a meeting
Market strong and higher. Stockers stocks on display.
tf the Georgia delegates to the Demand feeders, $3 5; bulls, $3.254.25;
ocratic national convention at Denwestern steers
ver it was decided to apply the unit
calves, $3.505.60;
OF UNIVERSITY
rule to the delegation, tl became ap$4.757.50l western cows, $3.60 REGENT8 ELECT
NEW PROFESSOR
5.25.
parent that practically the entire deleHogs 11,000. Market 5 to 10 cents
gation was opposed to W. J. Bryan
Albuquerque, N. M., June 24. The and that Georgia's1 vote would be cast
higher. Bulk of sales, $5.906.05;
heavy $66.10; packers and butchers regents of the University of New for some other candidate.
Mexico have elected Professor Leon
$5. 90 6. 05; light, $5.805.85.
B. Stephan of Illinois, to the chair of
MutThe seals and record nooks for noSheep 6,000. Market steardy.
tons, $45; lambs, $56.25; range German and Latin In the university, taries pnblic for sal by the New
recwethers, $4.004.50; fed ewes, $3.50 The new professor comes highly
Mexican PrintlnB- company at jrery
ommended and is expected to increase reasonable rates.
Seals tor incor4.25.
the efficiency of the faculty of this ed porated companies are also handled.
Call at or address the Hew Mexican
The New Mexican Printing com- ucational institution.
neatwith
Printing company, Santa Fe, New
pany will do your job work
i
I
Mexican.
New
Mtxloo.
Subscribe
the
for
ness and dispatch.
,
-

'

VI8ITING CARDS.

Engraved cards da vlsto and wed.
ding invitations a specialty at the New
Mexican printing office.
Any one
standing In need of such will do well
to call at this office and examine samples, style ot work and prices.
The New Mexican Printing company
has on hand a large supply of pads
and tablets suitable for school work,
the desk, and also for lawyers and
merchants;' good anywhere. We will
sell them at live cents In book form.
If you want anything on
a New Mexican "ad."

earthtry

